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Abstract
In this quantitative study, discipleship strategies of churches in the Christian and Missionary
Alliance were surveyed, to determine if discipleship strategies were effective at fulfilling the
mission of helping people connect with God and grow spiritually. Data were collected from 30
church attenders from Western Pennsylvania churches, 27 of which fully completed the research
survey. The internal reliability level of participant responses was evaluated and considered
excellent. Results showed that the study participant perceptions that they grew in their faith in
Christ through the discipleship opportunities provided at their church was statistically significant
with a very large magnitude of response effect. Two elements of growth were statistically
significantly predictive of study participant perceptions that they grew in their faith in Christ
through the discipleship opportunities provided at their church: increased desire for spiritual
growth and increased Christ-like behavior. Furthermore, two distinct dimensions of growth were
identified through the exploratory factor analysis predictive model and showed a statistical
significance with 79% of the variance in overall perceptions of participant growth in faith in
Christ through their church discipleship explainable by two dimensions: Spiritual Posture and
Spiritual Confidence.
Keywords: discipleship, spiritual formation, spiritual growth, effective churches, effective
discipleship, Christian and Missionary Alliance
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I. INTRODUCTION

This dissertation was a quantitative examination of discipleship strategies in Christian
and Missionary Alliance (C&MA) churches. The researcher has been credentialed with the
C&MA for over 15 years and cares deeply about discipleship. Many pastors also care deeply
about discipleship effectiveness in their own churches. Examining discipleship strategies is
important because Jesus made discipleship a priority when He commanded His disciples to make
disciples of everyone (Matthew 28:18–20). Disciples should, therefore, make other disciples.
Followers of Jesus are learning daily what it means to be a disciple and how to put into practice
faithful disciple-living, so that others might understand and desire to also be a disciple of Jesus
(Beagles, 2010). The Church is the light of the world and must not lose sight of the mission to be
an example of God’s people to a lost world (Sharpe, 2016).
This dissertation includes a literature review on specific aspects of discipleship that are
pertinent to the research. These aspects include models and approaches of discipleship,
effectiveness in discipleship, discipleship growth stages, and current ways churches are
measuring effective discipleship. A two-pronged quantitative study of churches in Western
Pennsylvania was conducted with proper methodology and analysis. The results of this research
indicated how effective churches in the Western Pennsylvania District are fulfilling the mission
of discipling people and helping them to grow spiritually.
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Background of the Study
What is Discipleship?
Beagles (2010) explained that discipleship can mean one’s response to the call of Jesus to
follow Him and it can also mean making other disciples. Beagles suggested that the various
levels of discipleship include being a casual follower of Jesus, being a dedicated follower of
Jesus, or falling between being casual and dedicated discipleship. According to the Barna Group
(2015), discipleship, or being a disciple, is understood as “becoming more Christ-like” (p. 19).
Followers of Jesus may be in various levels of discipleship, but the goal of discipleship is to be
more like Jesus. Petrie et al. (2016) agreed that the goal of discipleship is to be more like Jesus
but also believed there is a difference between a Christian and a disciple. Using the Matthew 28
passage shared earlier, a distinction is made between making disciples and growing disciples.
Discipleship can also be confusing to some Christians. Sharpe (2016) called discipleship
“nebulous” (p. 17) and stated emphatically that many churches have no plan to help people grow
spiritually. He added that when the local church has a discipleship program, the church rarely has
a way to gather data concerning the actual spiritual growth of members. Many pastors and
churches care about healthy discipleship but do not know how to go about identifying and
gathering data to measure the spiritual growth of members. Church leaders are also hesitant to
formally measure spiritual growth because, theologically, spiritual growth is the work of the
Holy Spirit.
Reviewing ideas on discipleship from the founder of the C&MA, A. B. Simpson, one of
the goals of discipleship is to see God sanctify each person body, soul, and spirit (Menzies,
2011). Simpson’s (2018) desire was to see believers preserved blameless unto the return of Jesus
Christ. Simpson challenged Christians to ask themselves if only certain areas of their lives were
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saved and not all areas. Simpson’s thoughts pointed to the goal of life transformation in
discipleship. Simpson stressed that believers are not to focus on getting better and being perfect.
Instead, believers are encouraged to cooperate with the Holy Spirit as He transforms them.
Spiritual disciplines, then, are not efforts to become a better Christian, but efforts to spend time
with God, who is the only one that can do the spiritual work needed inside of us (Menzies, 2011).
How are Churches Making Disciples?
Some churches rely on small groups and a focus on discipleship relationships. Withrow
(2003) envisioned small groups adopting John Wesley’s principles of accountability and holy
living for today’s disciples. Withrow (2003) pointed out that for “deepening discipleship” (p.
142) to occur, small groups usually require long-term relationships that many church members
are not willing to commit to. Withrow also warned about small groups leaning toward personal
enrichment rather than transparent and personal faith. Withrow explained that when members of
a small group understand the biblical story of relationships, a deeper level and understanding of
discipleship community can take place.
Sharpe (2016) emphasized the importance of small groups for Christians. He believed
that many churches use the ministry of small groups as the primary vehicle to ensure discipleship
is happening in their churches. He believed the ministry of small groups is most effective when
there is a strong relational dynamic in the group coupled with a clear plan. He also encouraged
peer accountability in the group.
Snook (2019) stated that discipleship is not truly possible as an individual experience;
rather, it must also be a relational experience with other people. Snook stressed that individual
growth does happen but is not complete without the Holy Spirit working through community in
the local church. Snook also believed that the Sunday sermon was imperative for discipleship
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and that sermons shape the overall congregational identity. Pastors preach over a long period,
taking the time to invest certain discipleship aims in their congregants. However, for the pastor’s
teaching and discipleship plan to shape the congregation, church members would need to be at
church every Sunday. If church members are skipping frequent Sundays, they miss the overall
themes, explanations, and values the pastor is investing with the rest of the congregation that do
attend all or most Sundays.
Some churches encourage believers to participate in performance-driven activities or
adopt ideal discipleship habits. Hawkins and Parkinson (2007) conducted a study concerning
discipleship and church member participation at Willow Creek Community Church in Illinois. As
a part of the qualitative portion of their study, Hawkins and Parkinson, in 2006, conducted 120
interviews with 68 church members. The interviews lasted for 30 to 45-minutes each and covered
topics such as spiritual history, spiritual habits, and beliefs. Hawkins and Parkinson also
administered 6,000 surveys to churches, with 4,943 churches completing the surveys in seven
geographic areas. In the quantitative phase completed in 2006, Hawkins and Parkinson analyzed
another 5000 completed surveys. The surveys consisted of 53 sets of questions on topics such as
personal spiritual practices, attitudes towards Christianity, barriers to spiritual growth, and
involvement in various church activities. In mid-year 2007, a total of 15, 977 church leaders
completed surveys.
The analysis process of Hawkins and Parkinson’s (2007) study included estimates of
internal consistency to determine the reliability of subscales due to the length of time between
same-person surveys and or interviews. The internal consistency reliability of a coefficient alpha
of 0.80 was maintained with an aim to see 0.90 or higher. The internal consistency reliability
estimates were 0.97 for beliefs, 0.96 for disciplines, and 0.88 for virtues. Evidence was found for
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concurrent validity when correlating one item with two other items of the survey tool. Six
findings were obtained:
•

Involvement in church activities does not predict or drive long-term spiritual growth.

•

Spiritual growth is all about increasing relational closeness to Christ.

•

The church is most important in the early stages of spiritual growth.

•

Personal spiritual practices are the building blocks for a Christ-centered life.

•

A church’s most active evangelists, volunteers, and donors come from the most
spiritually advanced segments.

•

More than 25 % of those surveyed described themselves as spiritually “stalled” or
“dissatisfied” with the role of the church in their spiritual growth (Hawkins and
Parkinson, 2007, pp. 33-47).

Discipleship Assessment Tools
Few churches are interested in evaluating their discipleship effectiveness according to
Janzen and Wiebe (2011). In their article, Janzen and Wiebe reported a noticeable increase with
Canadian faith-based organizations doing evaluations. However, a challenge with evaluations
conducted by churches or church-based ministries is the lack of feedback or “participatory action
research” (PAR; Janzen and Wiebe, 2011, p. 6) from church attenders. PAR records the feedback
of active stakeholders involved and affected by the issues of the research to produce the best
results for the maximum benefit of all parties in the research.
Although churches seldom do evaluations on their discipleship effectiveness, they do
provide tools to help disciples measure their own spiritual growth. These self-assessment tools
are normally based on Likert-type scales (Petrie et al., 2016). Petrie et al. (2016) listed several of
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these tools that are self-report surveys. The tools are not the focus of this research, but some of
the ones listed by Petrie et al. (2016) are:
•

Anatomy of a Disciple Self-Assessment (Taylor, 2013)

•

Growing Disciples Inventory (Together Growing Fruitful Disciples, 2022)

•

Growing in Discipleship (Pratt, 2014)

•

The Transformational Discipleship Assessment (Geiger et al., 2012)

•

Christian Life Profile Assessment (Frazee, 2005)

•

Follow Discipleship Roadmap (North American Division of Seventh-Day
Adventists, 2010)

•

The Spiritual Assessment Inventory (Hall & Edwards, 2002)

•

The Discipleship Assessment tool (Scazzero, 2015)

•

The Discipleship Pathway Assessment (DPA; Lifeway, 2019)

•

Disciple Labs assessment tools (Disciple Labs, 2019)

•

Lifeway Research (Nation, 2013).

The Lifeway Research disciple markers are similar with DPA and Disciple Labs.
Table 1 contains a summary of the eight similar discipleship markers with Lifeway Research,
DPA, and Disciple Labs.
Table 1
Discipleship Markers with Lifeway, DPA, and Disciple Labs
Lifeway 8 Measures

DPA 8 Measures

Disciple Labs 8 Measures

(Nation, 2013)

(DPA, 2019)

(Disciple Labs 2019)

Bible engagement

Engaging the Bible

Bible application

Obeying God and denying self

Obeying God and denying self

Character
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Serving God and others

Serving God and others

Serving

Sharing Christ

Sharing Christ

Evangelism

Exercising faith

Exercising faith

Giving

Seeking God

Seeking God

Prayer

Building relationships

Building relationships

Fellowship

Unashamed transparency

Living unashamed

Worship

Theoretical Foundation
Friedman et al. (2010) described several models for spiritual formation from both western
and eastern cultures. The researchers also presented models based on scientific, psychological,
and neurobiological fields, pointing out that no single model is better than any other for spiritual
development. One model is based on New Testament’s (NT) trichotomous teaching of different
faith stages (see 1 John 2:12-14). The three faith stages parallel normal physical growth:
childhood, young adulthood, and mature adulthood. In the NT book of 1 John, these stages are
called “God’s children,” “young in the faith,” and “mature in the faith” (2:12-13, Jesus-Centered
Bible, 1996/2019). Thomas Aquinas described the spiritual growth stages as follows:
“beginners–proficient–and the perfect” (Friedman et al., 2010, p. 84). Based on his
understanding of NT teaching, Saint John of the Cross described a 10-step process, or ladder
steps (Friedman et al., 2010, p. 84), of spiritual development in maturing believers as follows:
1. Languishing with love for God and the loss of desire for all things other than God
2. Ceaseless preoccupation with finding God
3. Perseverance in the face of obstacles and reliance on God’s grace for help
4. Gratitude for all God has already granted and acceptance of his overall direction
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5. Impatience and longing to unite with God
6. Increased charity and purity
7. Vehemence in asking for God’s love
8. Holding tightly unto God
9. Perfection sensed as sweetness
10. Being totally merged with God
According to St. John of the Cross, having ascended in this life in the ninth step, the soul goes
forth from the flesh.
This lens of faith stages shaped the theoretical foundation necessary to comprehend
effective discipleship. Like the 10 ladder stages outlined by St. John of the Cross (Friedman et
al., 2010, p. 84) and the 1 John 2:12-14 trichotomous teaching of different faith stages, the
conceptual or theoretical framework for this paper was based on developing faith.
Taking this approach resonates with the literature review findings on discipleship
outcomes producing certain markers that must be evident or becoming evident in believers.
These markers can be measured and affirmed through assessment tools as mentioned earlier.
Churches can also evaluate their discipleship effectiveness in helping church attenders grow in
their faith through assessments and periodic reviews. This study examined the discipleship
effectiveness of C&MA churches in the Western District of Pennsylvania.
Problem Statement
The need to know if church discipleship strategies are being effective became a topic of
interest to the researcher when Hawkins and Parkinson (2007) published Reveal. Reveal was an
internal study of Willow Creek Community Church in Chicago, Illinois, on how their
discipleship goals were falling short from the ideal. Had it not been for their three-year study
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beginning in 2004, they would have continued with an ineffective discipleship plan and
continued missing the mark regarding effective discipleship. The study prompted two questions:
How is my church doing with discipleship? How is your church doing with discipleship?
According to researchers included in the literature review who are concerned about
discipleship effectiveness, many church leaders seem to be unconcerned about becoming more
aware of the effectiveness of their discipleship programs. Discipleship strategies vary from
church to church. Churches that do implement discipleship strategies often avoid evaluating their
effectiveness thinking things are fine. Another reason churches may neglect to evaluate their
discipleship and other ministries may be a matter of priority; the time and effort to evaluate may
not be urgent enough (Janzen & Wiebe, 2011).
Lee (2018) believed this problem was true at Christian-based colleges and seminaries as
well. Despite Christian-based institutions planning purposeful discipleship, religious decline
exists instead. Lee conducted a qualitative phenomenological study with six undergraduate
students at a faith-based institution in the northeast area of the United States. Lee worked with
two research questions: (a) What are the motivations of students to participate within local
churches? and (b) What is the impact of that religious participation? Students were selected by
random sample with the first four male and first four female students selected to participate. Data
were collected through direct stories, perspectives, and 20- to 30-minute interview sessions with
each participant in a public setting. One participant was dismissed from the study due to lack of
availability, and the audio recording of a second participant was lost due to equipment failure.
Interviews were audio-recorded and conducted using an interview protocol form with the
interviewer asking additional follow-up questions as deemed necessary. Limitations included
involving only participants who had positive experiences with churches while in college. This
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limitation meant that those with negative experiences were not able to participate. Also, the
population sample size lacked saturation. All six participants grew up in the church; none of the
participants had a no-church background.
Lee (2018) analyzed his data by transcribing each interview and sending the transcription
to the participants, who had received a pseudonym, to approve its contents and make appropriate
changes. Data were manually coded using a descriptive coding technique. The researcher
identified idea units within each transcription and combined similar idea units into common
themes and then categorized those themes into main findings. Subheadings were created to
summarize the repeated and consistent themes from the participating students: three categorical
motivations and three categorical impacts of religious participation (Lee, 2018).
Motivations for religious participation:
•

Familiarity. A general familiarity with the church (Background affiliations/experience
and feeling connected with the local church through friends or music/leadership
styles).

•

Active Pursuit. Participants were invited or volunteered to be active in ministries
outside of Sunday services.

•

Church Atmosphere. A church’s intentional and personal environments mattered to
the participants. Being challenged in their gifts and passions was positive to many
students.

Impacts of religious participation:
•

Support Network. The church helped students emotionally and spiritually.

•

Different Perspectives. Students involved in a multi-generational setting helps with
different perspectives. Diversity of race and genders adds to life experiences as well.
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•

Consistent Faith Development. Students desire to be part of a church family during
their school years. This theme was the most consistently repeated theme. The
importance of weekly sermons, relational connections and service opportunities were
better at one home church.

Lee (2018) believed that the Christian higher education system today had become
exterior focused and was keeping scorecards on things like enrollment, sports, and revenue,
leading to the neglect of student’s emotional health and spiritual growth. If the institution
behaves a certain way, the behavior will mold student’s attitudes in like fashion, causing them to
be more material-minded also instead of building character and growing in God (Lee, 2018).
Lee’s (2018) findings encouraged church leaders to intentionally pursue spiritually
hungry college students. A congregation interested in pursuing hungry students need training on
how to meet the spiritual needs of students who desire a home church and to grow spiritually.
Lee points out that oftentimes, these students may need transportation to church, so it behooves
churches to provide transportation. Another finding from Lee’s study, is that getting students
involved in a small group with other college-aged students their age may be beneficial. College
students could benefit not only spiritually but also by learning different perspectives in a multigenerational environment. College students can also grow spiritually through volunteering.
Pastoral leadership should be mindful of the welcoming nature of their churches—both in an
environmental setting and during doctrinal teachings. Unfortunately, many churches near
colleges do not realize the ministry opportunities they have because they do not take the time to
assess their ministry effectiveness and status.
Although discipleship maturity markers have been identified by key Christian leaders and
institutions, few studies have examined the effectiveness of discipleship strategies in local
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churches and Christian institutions. A variety of self-assessments are available for disciples to
use to learn more about and measure their personal spiritual progress, but churches and Christian
institutions do not have tangible tools to evaluate their effectiveness in disciple-making. What
remains unknown and hard to measure is the supernatural component in spiritual growth.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this quantitative study was to identify what discipleship strategies
churches in the C&MA are using and if those strategies are effective at fulfilling the mission of
helping people connect with God and grow spiritually.
Overview of Methodology
This study was a quantitative, non-experimental examination and survey-based study of
discipleship strategies in C&MA churches of the Western Pennsylvania District. This approach
works well for studying trends, mindsets, and views of a population (Creswell & Creswell,
2018). The research was carried out in two steps: a survey for pastors to complete and a survey
for church attenders to complete.
Research Questions
The results of this study answered three questions:
1. To what degree do study participants perceive they have grown in their faith in Christ,
through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
2. Considering the elements of growth in faith in Christ represented in the study, in
which element was the greatest degree of predictive effect manifested for study
participant perception of growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their
respective churches have provided?
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3. Considering the two dimensions of growth in study participant faith, which two
dimensions exerted the greatest degree of predictive effect for study participant
perception of growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective
churches have provided?
Assumptions
This dissertation was based on two assumptions. First, all participants taking the research
assessment answered the questions honestly. Second, most participants depended on the Sunday
service messages and weekly small groups for their spiritual maturity.
Overview of Analyses
Preliminary Analysis
Before the research questions were analyzed, preliminary analyses were completed.
These analyses included reviewing a table showing the number of participants who were
included in the sample, demographic information, and any bias that might affect the reliability of
the study. If missing data existed, respondent-nonrespondent checks were not possible because
the respondents completed the assessments anonymously. Further, essential demographic
information was analyzed using primarily descriptive statistical techniques. Specifically,
frequency counts and percentages were used for illustrative purposes.
Data Analysis by Research Questions
For Research Question 1, descriptive statistics (i.e., frequency, percentages, mean,
standard deviation, standard error of measurement, and skew and kurtosis) and inferential
statistics (i.e., single sample t test and effect size using Cohen’s d) were utilized. A summary of
the sample results were presented with simple graphics analysis. This data reported the
discipleship activities offered by churches in the Western Pennsylvania District of the C&MA.
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Important frequency and mean data included the tenure of pastors, church size, and the
discipleship activities offered.
For Research Question 2, descriptive statistics (i.e., frequency, percentages, mean,
standard deviation, standard error of measurement, and skew and kurtosis) and inferential
statistics (i.e., one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA] and follow-up post hoc Tukey’s honestly
significant difference [HSD] and overall effect size [η2]) were used. This approach was necessary
when conducting a comparison with more than two groups in outcomes (Creswell & Creswell,
2018).
For Research Question 3, descriptive statistics (i.e., frequency, percentages, mean,
standard deviation, standard error of measurement, and skew and kurtosis) and inferential
statistics (i.e., multiple linear regression and r2). Multiple regression helped to determine the
relationship between several independent variables and outcome results and provided the relative
prediction of one variable amid several when reviewing results (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
Limitations
This research was limited to 144 churches in the Western Pennsylvania District of the
C&MA (Western Pennsylvania District, 2020). The C&MA denomination is a global movement
with more than 6 million people and stretches across North America with 2000 churches (The
Alliance, 2022). Although the research focused on the Western Pennsylvania District was limited
to those churches specifically, this district is comprised of churches of different size and location
settings with members from different socio-economic backgrounds. Another limitation is that
participants’ spiritual maturity was recorded only once. The focus of this study was to measure
spiritual maturity in relation to the discipleship activities of the local church.
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Definition of Key Terms
The following words and phrases are key terms for the study.
•

C&MA: also known as The Alliance, the C&MA is a Christian denomination
founded in 1881 by A. B. Simpson founded in 1881. It was first a movement of likeminded Christians focused on living Spirit-filled and planting mission-focused
churches (The Alliance, 2022).

•

discipleship: acting Christ-like; according to 43% of those surveyed in a study
conducted by the Barna Group (2015, p. 4).

•

discipleship strategy: this phrase is synonymous with discipleship activities and has
the narrow meaning in this study as the formation activities designed for spiritual
maturity (e.g. Sunday school, small groups, mentoring, Bible study, Christian book
study, and prayer meetings; The Barna Group, 2015, p. 10).
Significance

Effective disciple-making churches help believers grow spiritually and become disciplemakers themselves. The Great Commission that came directly from Jesus was intended for every
individual believer, not just the Church (Matthew 18:18-20; 1 Corinthians 6:19-20; Galatians
3:28; 1 Peter 2:5). Churches participating in this study were able to evaluate their own
effectiveness regarding discipleship. This information may help churches implement discipleship
activities shown to be effective in other churches.
Individuals participating in this study may have benefited from self-awareness in their
spiritual maturity. Participants may have seen spiritual markers they did not previously consider
essential to their spiritual growth. The participants’ feedback may help their churches determine
whether their discipleship strategies are effective. The findings of this study may motivate
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churches that do not have a clear plan of discipleship to create a discipleship program and may
also inform churches about what is working for the churches in the C&MA.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this quantitative study was to identify what discipleship strategies
churches in the C&MA are using and if those strategies are effective at fulfilling the mission of
helping people connect with God and grow spiritually.
Definition of Discipleship
The term disciple comes from the Greek word mathetes (Drissi, 2019, p. 217) and
disciple is defined as someone who accepts, obeys, and shares the news of Jesus Christ the
Savior. Omitting the rest of the NT, mathetes is found 141 times in the Synoptic Gospels.
Discipleship is defined as the process of spiritual growth to become more Christ-like. Believers
cooperate with the Holy Spirit in the discipleship process by reading the Bible, praying, and
obeying what the Bible teaches and how the Holy Spirit prompts them. Disciples understand that
obedience can oftentimes lead to sacrificing little things or even one’s life (Drissi, 2019).
Mathetes is also the root word for mathematics. In Koine Greek, this concept conveyed
the idea that “thought accompanied endeavor” (Shirley, 2008, p. 208). According to Shirley
(2008), students, or disciples, were expected not only to learn visually or orally, but also to
practice what they learned. A disciple, then, is someone who not only has head knowledge but
also practices certain activities expected of their faith. Shirley (2008) stressed that the local
church, made up of disciples, should be busy “investing themselves in the lives of other
disciples” (p. 212).
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The term discipleship is a derivative of disciple and is not found in scripture. The “-ship”
suffix of discipleship implies a state of being a disciple and can be understood as both an
instantaneous classification and a process of still becoming an ideal disciple (Shirley, 2008).
Shirley (2008) highlighted the suffix -ship from Old English, meaning “the state of” or
“condition” (p. 211). Discipleship, then, is not just about the condition of a disciple but also
about emphasizing how a disciple is living or behaving.
Disciples are different from non-disciples. In the book of Acts, believers were known as
“those of the Way” (9:2; 19:9, 23; 22:4; 24:14, 22). The Book of Acts describes NT disciples as
living a lifestyle that included a devotion to teachings from the Bible, fellowship with other
believers, sharing meals together, praying together, and demonstrating faith that can sometimes
lead to witnessing the supernatural acts of God. The disciples met frequently together in one
place, at a home or a local temple, and they cared for each other by selling their properties to
meet the needs of others (Acts 2:42-47). The disciples performed these acts joyfully. People
around the disciples were so impressed that they joined the disciples. The disciples showed
compassion in a hostile world and were aggressive with their discipleship calling to make
disciples (Wilhoit & Howard, 2020).
Models of Discipleship Strategies
Wilhoit and Howard (2020) presented a brief historical timeline on how discipleship
developed since the NT early church. According to Wilhoit and Howard, desert elders in the 3rd
and 4th centuries established a comprehensive training system for disciples that responded to the
radical call of following Jesus. Later in the 6th century, Benedict of Nursia encouraged
monasteries to become schools to train others for full-time work for the Lord. Many centuries
later, Martin Luther helped to shape personal devotion for believers’ spiritual growth by teaching
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practices in prayer and meditation of God’s word and how to make it applicable into one’s life.
Wilhoit and Howard wrote that John Wesley started small groups for the purpose of Christian
friends keeping each other accountable in their spiritual growth. Then in the 20th century, Pope
John Paul II led the church in Poland, despite communist oppression and the banning of places of
worship, by holding open air meetings. The spiritual formation of believers was the motivation
for all these leaders (Wilhoit & Howard, 2020, p. 6).
Today, some churches use an integrative model that provides a paradigm for what a
disciple is and what the practices of disciples in the local church are and as the production
system used to make a disciple. Shirley (2008) defined the paradigm for a disciple as living in
Christ, loving one another, and working for the kingdom of God. Practices can reflect Acts
Chapter 4 and include evangelism, worship, teaching, ministry, and fellowship. Production
systems are family, personal relationships, groups, and church ministries (Shirley, 2008).
Lang and Bochman (2017) found that some Christians embraced accountability checks
and desire to go deeper with God in an accountability environment. Lang and Bochman used a
mixed-methods, sequential, explanatory study, with the alumni (N =172) of a 22-lesson
discipleship process called Alphesis from Group Ministries, a course based on Mezirow’s
transformative learning theory. Lang and Bochman had a 20% response rate for the 850 surveys
sent. The study had 4 research questions (Lang & Bochman, 2017, p. 57):
1. What are the self-perceived transformations of beliefs and attitudes producing
changed actions that have been experienced by adults who processed through the 22lesson Immersion Experience?
2. How do Christ-followers view God, self, and others, and what impact does this have
on their transformative change as a result of the Immersion Experience?
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3. What are the believers’ instinctive responses (natural or acquired tendencies) to
unexpected stress and prolonged pain, and how is this demonstrated in critical
relationships with God, self, and the significant personal relationships?
4. What impact does growing-up in a religiously confused home have on Christfollowers regarding fully experiencing God’s love in their daily lives?
Three types of data were collected and collated: (a) quantitative before/after surveys
recording the beliefs and attitudes of participants, (b) qualitative data using an essay question in
the surveys, and (c) 16 in-depth interviews that took place with eight men and eight women
(Lang & Bochman, 2017). Lang and Bochman’s survey designed by a nine-person panel and a
researcher contained 62 questions using a five-point Likert scale. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test
determined significance at a level of p ≤ .05. A frequency distribution was also run on the 31
pairs of items in the questionnaire. Male and female answers were analyzed separately to note
any significant differences between the genders. A principal component analysis (PCA) was done
on the 31 Likert-type section of the questionnaire. There was a high level of consistency shown
by the Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.798.
The results of the PCA of the survey data were two components (a) God values me and
(b) emotions were validated in a trusting community (Lang & Bochman, 2017). From these two
components, four themes emerged that helped to promote transformative learning with the
participants of the study: (a) an understanding of God’s delight in them, (b) a concrete realization
that they were of value, (c) the significance of a safe community in which to be emotionally
vulnerable, and (d) the importance of trust in relationships. The first component had a 25.7%
variance, making this the strongest component. The survey also had a very high level of internal
consistency as shown by Cronbach’s alpha of 0.879. The second theme was personal worth in
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community. This theme accounted for 11.2% variance of the PCA. The internal consistency by a
Cronbach’s alpha was 0.758. The third component was a safe community. Men began immersion
lower in this category but closed the gap as alumni. The last component was trust. Women began
immersion much lower than the men but closed the gap at the end of immersion. Eighty percent
of those answering the essay question (n = 106) stated they had a positive paradigm shift in their
beliefs and attitudes.
Four findings in the Lang and Bochman (2017) study are helpful to church discipleship
strategies today. Overall, a discipleship process calling for a high-level of commitment can work
and be helpful toward transformation, as seen in the findings. First, the alumni met for 22 weeks
with 2 ½ hour meetings each week. This dedicated time deepened relationships as trust was
earned and reinforced. Second, a lot of introspection took place and the opportunity to share
struggles and discoveries was encouraged. Third, the group benefited from having their
discussions facilitated and not directed with a leader’s agenda. Fourth, time in scripture was
important. Within a safe and loving environment, the study of scripture was allowed to speak to
weaknesses and sins. Deepening spirituality includes an integration of emotional health. If
emotional health remains dysfunctional and immature, spiritual transformation is unlikely (Lang
& Bochman, 2017, p. 53).
Brosius (2017) believed small groups “have become the primary means of effective
discipleship” (p. 148) in churches today. Brosius listed five biblical reasons Christians should
gather in groups:
•

It is the pattern in the NT (Acts 2:46-47).

•

The Trinity is in perfect unity, and He created the church to be in perfect unity (Gen.
2:18).
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•

We need other people to encourage us (Eccl. 4:9-12).

•

Jesus said when two or three are together praying in His name, He answers that
prayer (Matt. 18:20).

•

Fellowshipping with others is part of God’s plan in discipleship (Acts 2:41-42).

Churches are also using models that consider psychological types. In a 2020 study,
Francis et al. (2020) expounded on a foundational study they conducted in 2019. The 2020 study
involved four main parts. Two scales were used to establish indicators of spiritual growth—The
Index of Depth of Discipleship and the Index of Strength of Vocation. Four pathways that helped
participants in their spiritual life were identified: group activity, individual experience, church
worship, and public engagement. Church support or challenges to faith were used to show
spiritual development progress. The last approach utilized multiple regression models to discover
how personal factors, context situations, and discipleship pathways predicted participant
differences in scales. The researchers used psychological type theory and understood their study
to be a pioneering and exploratory work in the Christian field. The study was rooted in a
theology that people are different and respond to discipleship strategies and the work of God in
their lives in different ways.
Three research questions drove the Francis et al.’s (2020) study. First, eight different
instruments were tested for use with 12-to-18-year-old people. Each of the eight index
instruments corresponded with group activity, individual experience, church worship, and public
engagement. The participants were Canadian Baptists (N = 1,123). The participants voluntarily
chose to complete the study after being told its purpose and the instruments that would be used.
Only 299 participants fully completed all instruments over a weeklong summer youth camp
experience. The second research question focused on how the psychological type preferences
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may have influenced discipleship as measured by two scales: depth of discipleship and strength
of vocation. Finally, the last research question compared the results of the four previously listed
pathways after assessing personal factors, psychological factors, and contextual factors. The
Francis Psychological Type Scale (Fawcett et al., 2011) was used to measure the psychological
type of adolescent participants. The scale is a 40-item tool with four sections of 10 multiplechoice items that correspond with the four components of the psychological type theory:
Orientation, Perceiving, Judging, and Attitude toward the outer world. The results reported alpha
coefficients of .82 for Orientation, .67 for Perceiving, .69 for Judging and .79 for Attitude
(Francis et al., 2020, p. 7). Depth of discipleship had 12 items, strength of vocation had 8 items,
journey of faith had 56 items (covering the four pathways), church support had 12 items, and
challenges to the faith had 18 items. The five-point Likert scale used ranged from 1 (disagree
strongly) to 5 (agree strongly).
Francis et al. (2020) conducted the analysis using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) package to report frequency, correlation, factor, reliability, and regression
protocols. To address the second research question regarding the four measures of pathways to
spiritual growth, a stem opening research question was used for each survey item: “I have been
helped in my journey of faith by….” Group activities contained a 15-item measure (α = .85).
Individual experiences also used a 15-item tool (α = .85). Church worship used a nine-item
measure (α = .85), and public engagement used a 16-item scale (α = .86). For the third research
question, analysis focused on church support using a tool with 12 items, with the stem prompt,
“My church is good at helping people to…” (α = .94). Challenges to the faith, a scale with 18
items, used the stem, “For me faith is made difficult by…” (α = .89; Francis et al., 2020, pp. 715).
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Francis et al.’s (2020) findings were within the context of having only young people in
their sample. The acknowledgement that their research was limited to only one sample study can
be universally applicable for believers of all ages. Additionally, during their research,
discipleship learning was found to be different for the various psychological types (Francis &
Robbins, 2015). Francis et al.’s (2020) findings revealed two orientations, independent to the
complete Myers Briggs Type Indicator assessment: extroversion and introversion; two perceiving
functions: sensing and intuition; two judging functions: thinking and feelings; and two attitudes
toward the external world: judging and perceiving (Francis et al., 2020). Their main findings
showed that pathways to spiritual growth are more appealing for extroverts. The authors claimed
their findings were consistent with Fawcett et al. (2017).
The second finding in Francis et al.’s (2020) study was that young people are most likely
to respond to a God of mercy than to a God of justice. Participants would also prefer more
discipline in spiritual growth structures rather than a spontaneous approach. The findings focused
on the four pathways of discipleship supported the need for association with a local church for
spiritual growth. Individual pursuit of God was still rated as highly important, but the church was
needed to help young Christians develop spiritually. The researchers suggested further study of
how different spiritual growth techniques and theology frameworks from other denominations
can help with spiritual growth.
Beagles (2010) stated that since the mid-twentieth century, three types of discipleship
emerged: (a) classic discipleship, (b) spiritual formation movement, and (c) environmental
discipleship. Beagles explained that classic discipleship encourages mentoring, Bible study and
scripture memorization, and personal witnessing and that spiritual formation includes activities
that resonate with ancient basics and disciplines from the early Christians, including solitude,
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meditation, prayer, fasting, and other activities. In more recent times, according to Beagles,
eastern practices have merged with western approaches to spiritual disciplines and environmental
discipleship is about community and environmental alignment or peace. The focus on
temperaments and psychology is emphasized in this third stream.
Beagles (2010) claimed that the purpose driven model or life development process is the
“most popular and copied public discipleship model” (p. 87) and is based on covenant
membership, covenant of maturity, covenant of ministry, and a commitment to missions.
Consistently, Beagles explained, this model is visualized as a baseball field diamond: the
covenants and commitment to missions are the bases, with worship at the center pitcher’s
mound.
Effectiveness of Discipleship Strategies in American Churches
Churches have a rich history of spiritual formation activities of almost 2000 years. Yet, in
American churches, it seems discipleship efforts are ineffective (Wilhoit & Howard, 2020).
Disciple-making is missing the mark from the first time a visitor enters a church. Churches give
the impression that discipleship is about becoming an active church member. Despite many
resources on discipleship and church growth, spiritual depth, reflective of biblical traits in
Christians, is lacking. Churches do not seem to be aware of how far they are from the mark
regarding effective discipleship. Invitations to grow spiritually through discipleship activities
have become another busy activity for already busy Christians (Brosius, 2017).
Churches that aim for effective discipleship on paper, often discover their actual praxis is
having a strong music or teaching ministry (Brosius, 2017). These achievements in church
identities are not in alignment with the Great Commission to make disciples. The local church
often does a great job at winning people to Christ but fails at the next steps in discipleship. The
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assumption is that believers will automatically grow spiritually when they become Christians,
but that is like having a baby, bringing it into the home, then leaving it in the crib without
nurturing it (Brosius, 2017). The process of intentionally taking people through pathways of
spiritual growth has come to be known as, the “assimilation process” (Brosius, 2017, p. 138).
Brosius (2017) stressed that discipleship strategies or the assimilation process should not be
developed as a program but as the very DNA of the church in everything it is and does.
Shirley (2008) addressed the concern that Christians are leaving their local churches, and
that more will continue to leave for alternative forms of discipleship through media and the arts.
The reason for this departure is the lack of effective discipleship in churches today. Shirley
hoped that these churches would “renew their commitment to growing authentic disciples”
(Shirley, 2008, p. 208). Shirley stated that discipleship is failing because the majority of churches
approach discipleship as another thing to do on the list of church ministries, and treat it as an
elective or program Christians can opt to participate in. Shirley recommended that discipleship
be integrated into everything done inside and outside the church.
Judkins (2018) noted that church membership and attendance in the United States is
declining and that pastors are discouraged by ineffective discipleship efforts, leading many to
leave their churches and pastorate career. Judkins conducted a quantitative study using a training
course with pretests and posttests, that demonstrated a positive impact for pastors, and the belief
that if pastors were encouraged, they could have an effective impact on church attenders. The
study was a two-pronged approach to assess the effectiveness of the leadership program. The
pretest began with 49 participants, with only 39 participants remaining for the posttest.
The first phase in the Judkins (2018) study included quantitative assessments on the first
and last day of classes. The assessment had 64 questions to measure 11 outcomes of the
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participants’ leadership characteristics. Some pretest questions were modified in the posttest for
closure and follow-up. Demographic questions were included and were used as variables (i.e.,
gender and age). Additional assessments were used during the classes that were consistent with
the specific subject matter. The entire course was an 8 day-long program. The second phase in
the study was a qualitative element. The researcher conducted brief interviews during lunch
breaks to get responses directly from participants during the study. The 11 leadership outcomes
in this program were: (1) servant leadership, (2) spiritual leadership, (3) leadership and trust, (4)
leadership gifts, (5) the emotional intelligence of a leader, (6) leadership styles (based on 4
styles), (7) organizational culture, (8) leading change in the organization, (9) team development,
(10) giving and receiving feedback in the organization, and (11) dealing with conflict (Judkins,
2018, p. 58).
The data for the Judkins (2018) study were collected through interviews and surveys. The
researcher reported that one limitation of the study was not providing an overall health status on
the church leader and organization. This limitation could have included how positive changes
from the completion of the course could help increase membership in light of any cultural,
conflicts, and other variables taken into context. Another limitation in this study was the small
population size.
The top 3 mean result averages from the 11 leadership variables at the pretest were: (a)
spiritual leader, 7.5213; (b) leader trust, 7.2783; and (c) organizational structure, 6.8128. The
results of the posttest show a significant increase from the pretest in seven of the 11 outcomes.
These results meant that the leadership classes had a statistically significant impact on
participants. The one area that showed the least growth change was dealing with conflict
(Judkins, 2018). The top 3 mean result averages from the 11 leadership variables at the posttest
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were: (a) spiritual leader, 7.5789; (b) leader trust, 7.5789; and (c) organizational structure,
7.0737. Servant leader came very close to the top 3 results with an average mean of 7.0054.
Regarding most of the demographic variables, no significant difference was found. The
only variable that showed some significant difference was with participants over the age of 40.
There was a difference (<.05) found in 7 of the 11 outcomes. Those over the age of 40 were
higher on all 11 outcomes but statistically significant in 7 (servant, spiritual gifts, style, org
change, team, & giving/receiving feedback).
The results from the Judkins (2018) qualitative data indicated that pastors admitted to
knowing little about leadership and the importance of developing leaders in the church. The key
outcomes in this study and what showed the most impact for the participants was in
organizational culture, developing leaders, giving and receiving feedback, and dealing with
conflict. Based on these study results from Judkins (2018), Church leaders may want to consider
conducting a two-phase approach with church attenders, to help measure their spiritual
perspectives when first attending a church (not church transfers⎯although that could be helpful
as well) and at the end of the year, see how spiritual growth might have changed or is changing.
This way, church leaders are not disconnected from the spiritual growth challenges and successes
of their parishioners.
Lim (2011) referred to the ineffectiveness of disciple-making in churches as the “elephant
in the church” (p. 1). Lim advocated for comprehensive change with discipleship strategies in
churches. Lim (2011) listed six areas in three categories that hinder effective discipleship. Those
areas are two Church hindrances: inadequate goals and defective strategies (pp. 1 – 3); two
culture hindrances: cultural seductions and cultural misbeliefs (p. 4); and two personal
hindrances: misplaced priorities and interpersonal deficiencies (pp. 4 – 5).
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According to Lim (2011), the consensus for understanding effective discipleship in the
literature review is that not enough data have been produced from authoritative studies.
However, Lim (2011) offered nine strategies that may help churches have effective discipleship:
(a) make the Great Commission the driving mission, (b) overcome ministry weaknesses through
paradigm shifts, (c) overcome cultural and personal hindrances through motivation, (d)
effectively preach and teach God’s Word, (e) provide training and encouragement in the spiritual
disciplines, (f) create community through small groups and discipling relationships, (g) train
believers in situational means of growth⎯these strategies may help believers process and see
God in their difficult circumstances, (h) integrate spiritual growth with personal growth, and (i)
develop a holistic approach to the Christian life (pp. 5–8).
A recent study (Thiessen et al., 2018) of over 100 Canadian Protestant and Catholic
churches focused on definitions and perceptions of flourishing churches. Thiessen et al. (2018)
agreed that “little research exists on signs of congregational life and vitality” (p.14) and that few
researchers have studied perceptions and definitions on what are flourishing congregations. Their
exploratory study included interview and focus group data and produced three findings:
1. There was disagreement between pastors if high attendance numbers indicated an
effective church with those who did not believe it was about numbers.
2. There are both overlapping and conflicting images and perceptions on a healthy
church. Churches have differing ethos and cultures in their organizations. They also
have different internal factors and outward activity values (e.g., outreach and
networking)
3. Differing levels of supernatural focus over secular or social-centered priorities also
widely differed among the participating churches.
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The study (Thiessen et al., 2018) involved over 400 Catholic and Protestant
denominational leaders who were personal contacts of the research team and included referrals
from the contacts. The driving question given to this sample was “Would you say your
congregation is flourishing or could you refer us to congregations you would say are
flourishing?” (Thiessen et al., 2018, p. 16). No actual definition was given for these leaders to
use as a standard. Each participant was left to their own definitions on what they consider an
effective or flourishing church. The process used produced 109 face-to-face interviews through
online interaction and focus groups that allowed for 66 people to be interviewed between April
2016 and October 2017. Most participants were from an urban context, but the exact percentage
was not reported in the study, 40% were Catholic, 16% were from a mainline Protestant
movement, and 10% were from conservative Protestant churches. Others who responded came
from academic or parachurch ministries.
In each of the interviews (Thiessen et al., 2018), participants were asked their thoughts on
what a flourishing congregation was and to give feedback on a list containing descriptors of
flourishing churches. (The details on this list were not provided in this article). The data analysis
was based on grounded theory. The research team met daily after interviews to discuss common
themes and insights using open coding. All recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. The
research team used NVivo team function, a qualitative software to thematically code and analyze
the data. This last step in their analysis was the use of focused coding. (Thiessen et al., 2018)
Thiessen et al. (2018) research findings included several themes from the churches
studied. One theme was flourishing attendance. Some church leaders believed that their high
numbers in attendance, giving, volunteering, and other activities indicated a healthy church
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environment. Other church leader felt this perspective was not accurate, specifically disagreeing
with the attendance component.
Another theme from the findings by Thiessen et al. (2018), is organizational ethos.
Depending on the strength and existence of the following four elements in organizations, a
church is identified as healthy if it has: (a) an authentic self-identity; (b) collaborative leadership;
(c) innovation, churches need to be willing to change and take risks; and (d) the structure and
process of the church. Any organizational should have clear mission objectives that invite
ownership by church attenders.
Thiessen et al. (2018) identified four elements as part of a theme for a healthy church
culture: (a) discipleship; (b) hospitable communities; (c) engaged laity; and (d) diversity.
Diversity can include several social concerns such as generational, social economic, ethnic, and
sexual identity diversity. According to Thiessen et al., at minimum, healthy churches need to
embrace ethnic diversity if uncomfortable with sexual identity diversity.
Thiessen et al. (2018) reported that the Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or
questioning, intersex, and asexual (LGBTQIA, Texas Tech University, 2021) community was a
tougher dynamic for many churches. Most conservative churches wanted to be a welcoming
church to the LGBTQIA community but found it impossible to change the Bible’s truths on
sinful choices. Churches that embrace all levels of diversity also hire accordingly to better reflect
their overall church membership.
Another theme that emerged from the Thiessen et al. (2018) study, is that churches should
have at least one or all three outward attributes: (a) evangelism. Inviting people to know Jesus
and visit one’s church must be a priority, or it will not happen; (b) neighborhood involvement.
There are many ways churches can make their presence known in their communities. More
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importantly, churches should seek to make Jesus known in their communities, by meeting basic
and important needs; (c) partnerships. Churches that connect with people and movements outside
of their comfort bubbles are healthy, including connecting with other denominations and even
secular agencies.
The last finding in the Thiessen et al. (2018) study, is supernatural discourse.
Supernatural discourse centered around the dynamic of God’s work cannot be applied or
experienced in a secular environment. The supernatural work of God is what makes the church
distinct, according to conservative pastors in the study. Jesus needed to be the focus. Changed
lives must be evident. People must experience freedom from addictions, bad habits, and their
sinful lives (Thiessen et al., 2018).
Lee (2018) conducted a study to explore the motivation and impact of religious students
and their connection with the local church while being away from home. The researcher noted
the religious decline in America and aimed at bridging the gap between the church and school
regarding purposeful discipleship.
Lee’s (2018) study took place at a liberal arts faith-based college in the northeast area of
the United States. Random sampling was used in the qualitative phenomenological study. The
first four male and first four female students who responded to the invitation were selected for
the study. The study was designed to answer two research questions: What are the motivations of
students to participate within local churches? and What is the impact of that religious
participation?
The data collected for this study (Lee, 2018) were the notes and recordings of the
participants’ responses, stories, and perspectives during interviews. Interview sessions were
about 20 to 30 minutes with each participant at a public location. Eventually, one participant
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declined to continue with the study due to availability, and the interview audio of a second
participant was lost due to equipment failure. Six participants completed the interviews The
researcher used an interview protocol form for the recorded interviews and allowed for any
follow-up questions when necessary. Limitations were soon evident when the total of
participants were all White, and all had positive church experiences growing up and before
attending classes. (Having positive church experiences was part of the participation criteria). It
would have enhanced the research to evaluate students who did not have a positive experience
growing up in church. The population sample size also lacked saturation.
Analysis for this study by Lee (2018) involved transcription of each interview and
sending participants a copy of the transcription for approval and for any needed changes. The
data were then manually coded using a descriptive coding technique. The researcher identified
key themes and categorized those themes into findings according to Creswell and Creswell’s
(2018) methodology. Three categorical motivations and three categorical impacts of religious
participation were identified from repeated and consistent themes that came from the
participants.
Motivations for religious participation (pp. 202 – 206) included the following:
•

Familiarity. A general familiarity with the church (background affiliations/experience
and feeling connected with the local church through friends or music/leadership
styles).

•

Active pursuit. Participants were invited or volunteered to be active in ministries
outside of Sunday services.
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•

Church atmosphere. A church’s intentional and personal environments mattered to the
participants. Being challenged in their gifts and passions was positive to many
students.

Impacts of religious participation (pp. 207 – 210) included the following:
•

Support network. The church helped students emotionally and spiritually.

•

Different perspectives. Students involved in a multi-generational setting helps with
different perspectives. Diversity of race and gender adds to life experiences as well.

•

Consistent faith development. Students desire to be part of a church family during
their school years. This theme was the most consistent and repeated of themes. The
importance of weekly sermons, relational connections, and service opportunities were
better at one home church.

There are implications of Lee’s (2018) study for church professionals. For church
professionals, the concept of active pursuit was crucial in motivating members of their flock.
Active pursuit involved efforts from the local church to show tangible interest and love toward
college students. Transportation for college students to and from the worship services, a small
group specifically for college students, building multi-generational relationships with students,
offering mentors, and recruiting college students for supervising or volunteer positions in various
church ministries are just a few examples. These conclusions and recommended strategies could
lead to increased student involvement and impact in religious activity (Lee, 2018). College
students were inspired to participate in church settings where they were not only accepted, but
also saw the church inviting other people of different backgrounds. Pastors and church boards
should be aware of their churches' welcoming nature, both in terms of the physical environment
and in terms of doctrinal beliefs.
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The study by Lee (2018) revealed the revelation that Christian college students away
from home may desire to be tethered to a local church. In many cases, college students needed a
church atmosphere that had a clear discipleship plan and pathway for them and people in general.
Churches should go out of their way to provide transportation, small group environments, and
clear discipleship for all people, not just college students. If college students are helped by lifestage specific small groups like college/college-aged small groups, then small groups for other
life-stages of all people in certain seasons in their lives could prove helpful, too. In addition to
providing basic small groups for people to connect with others and pray, other life-stage groups
that focus on divorce, marriage-building, singles, outreach, hymns, and other ideas could be
helpful for both churches and disciples.
Discipleship Growth Levels
The nature of this study was rooted in a Christian and Bible-centered schema on
discipleship. In 1 John 2:12-14, faith stages or levels are seen in a trichotomous sequence
(Friedman et al., 2010). The three faith stages parallel normal physical growth: childhood, young
adulthood, and mature adulthood. In the actual passage of 1 John, these stages are called “God’s
children,” “young in the faith,” and “mature in the faith” (2:12-13, Jesus-Centered Bible,
1996/2019). Thomas Aquinas described the spiritual growth stages from 1 John as follows:
“beginners–proficient–and the perfect” (Friedman et al., 2010, p. 84). Disciples of Jesus must
demonstrate developing faith.
Beagles (2010) called the spiritual levels concept of 1 John 2:12-14 as “family model” (p.
86) or “lifestyle discipleship” (p. 86). He stated that people with adolescent or mature faith
should tenderly train those with childlike faith based on 1 Thessalonians 2:7-11. When disciples
mature (or as they develop in their respective levels), they are described as brothers and sisters in
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the Bible (1 Thessalonians 1:6-10 and 2:13-16). In this model, Beagles stated, disciples who are
further along spiritually are expected to help disciples with newer or weaker faith.
The character of a person is often revealed during confrontation, tragedy, or pain. In a
study by Yemtsa (2021), spiritual maturity was examined through the lens of the COVID-19
pandemic. Yemtsa was a pastor and researcher that conducted an ethnographic study with his
congregation. His research question focused on how a Christian could be understood and
empowered by peers within the local church context. Yemtsa used an interpretivism model,
seeing reality as a social construct expressed consciously and unconsciously by the participants
in his study. His study involved 11 participants whom he interviewed individually and as a focus
group.
Initially, coding cycles showed a developing theory; disciples are shaped by and grow in
their faith through four expressions: (a) vicarious, (b) covenantal, (c) gathered, and (d) pragmatic
faith (Yemtsa; 2021). Yemtsa (2021) admitted that the ethnography approach was a “muddy and
confusing” (p. 69) experience at times. Due to the COVID-19 epidemic at the time of his study,
he experienced the same skewed perspectives as his congregation and participants. Although he
was tempted to deny that COVID-19 events were affecting him, and his congregation may have
also denied this, Yemtsa leaned on the scientific community and stated that COVID-19 was a
traumatic experience that disrupted the daily and mental routines of every person. Yemtsa, then,
realized that the COVID-19 context was helpful for his research on discipleship maturity through
the context of stress.
Yemtsa (2021) used direct observations and interactions with participants to analyze his
data. An informative tool that addressed trauma and response from the Institute for Collective
Trauma and Growth helped provide a framework for himself, the study, and his congregation
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during the COVID-19 pandemic. Although these stages of trauma cannot be applied to every
situation, they do provide a useful framework.

Figure 1 highlights the stages of trauma.
Figure 1
Phases of Collective Trauma Response

Note. From “Using the COVID-19 pandemic as fresh lenses to generate a thicker analysis of four
research theories on discipleship within a Reformed congregation,” by B.K. Yemsta, 2021,
Practical Theology, 23(2), p. 62 (https://doi.org/10.1080/1756073X.2021.1874647).

Yemtsa’s (2021) findings and expressions from the study (pp. 65 – 68) are as follows
(paraphrased):
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•

Observation on Gathering: People have shown a real desire for pastoral care and have
missed the opportunity to join for fellowship.

•

Observation on Deepening Fellowship through Long-Distance: Many people have
stated that because of the lockout, they have been able to connect with many more
people and in far better ways than before. Through serious and casual phone
discussions, personal contributions to the weekly newsletter, contacts with the
minister and elders, and the use of social media, there was a deepening of the
congregational community.

•

Observation on Vicarious: More than in typical circumstances, many people's gifts
were revealed and used in worship and helping.

•

Observation on Pragmatism: Many respondents said they prayed and meditated more
than they had in the past. During this period, when there were less activities in the
church building, individuals were also more open to receiving prayer and praying for
others.

•

Observation on Covenantal: With greater time to pray, reflect, and contemplate, the
personal covenant with God grew stronger. Instead of the customary, overwhelmingly
dominant social and friendship discussions, conversations about God rose.

Yemtsa’s (2021) findings showed that circumstances out of one’s control can happen.
These traumatic circumstances could happen to individuals and to a collective group. These
moments could help people see what God accomplished in His disciples and what kind of work
God is still doing to help disciples grow spiritually.
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Assessments for Churches to Evaluate their Disciple-Making Effectiveness
In their study and literature review findings on church evaluations, Janzen and Wiebe
(2011) concluded that evaluations of faith-based organizations, such as churches, remain
underdeveloped (Janzen & Wiebe, 2011, p. 4). A total of 96 evaluations were identified; 25 of
those focusing on program effectiveness. Janzen and Wiebe stated that all the evaluations lacked
academic rigor. Later literature reviews on evaluations of churches and other faith-based
organizations reached the same conclusions (Cnaan & Boddie, 2006; Ferguson et al., 2007; Hula
et al., 2007; Leake et al., 2007; O’Connor & Netting, 2008, as cited in Janzen & Wiebe, 2011).
Janzen and Wiebe (2011) identified two limitations regarding methodology. First, most
faith-based evaluations that were conducted used a simple single-stage method design. The
design primarily implemented was the quantitative approach with minimal multivariate analysis.
Few evaluations used mixed methods (Ferguson et al., 2007). The second limitation was the
focus on individual programs and not on other multiple levels within the program that should be
evaluated as well (Campbell & Glunt, 2006; Hula et al., 2007, as cited in Janzen & Wiebe, 2011).
Another limitation was evident in research practices; claims of effective faith-based services
often had no link between faith programming components (e.g., prayer, Bible study) and
outcomes (Ferguson et al., 2007).
Brosius (2017) stated “Churches do not like to be evaluated” (p. 140). At a minimum,
churches should identify what a disciple is and help believers understand different stages of
spiritual growth and then provide growth plans for each of those stages. Having a visual map is
also helpful for churches and people to process how they can grow spiritually. Visual maps and
discipleship strategies look different for each unique ministry context. However, most churches
do not have a disciple-making plan (Brosius, 2017).
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Klausli and Gross (2021) conducted a study on premarital education in the Catholic
Church, hoping to see participants in the study increase their attendance at Mass. Two hundred
twenty-two couples participated in the quantitative study, with 212 couples completing the study.
Each couple had to be married for less than 5 years and both spouses had to participate. The
premarital program addressed communication enhancement in marriage, the understanding of the
Catholic theology of marriage, and natural family planning. The study was driven by three
research purposes (p. 181):
1. Assess the effectiveness of the marriage preparation program in terms of participants’
reports of increased Mass attendance, increased view of marriage in terms of
vocation, and increased knowledge and practice of natural family planning as well as
in terms of improved relationship functioning.
2. Consider the moderating factors of cohabitation history, the support of mentor
couples, and the length of marriage in the evaluation of effectiveness on spiritual and
relational outcomes.
3. Explore links between perceived effects of participation in marriage preparation
(increased view of marriage in terms of vocation and increased knowledge of natural
family planning) on relationship satisfaction. Can a changed view of marriage in
terms of vocation predict relationship satisfaction?
Data collection for the Klausli and Gross (2021) study required one spouse to complete
the study. The analysis only included couples who were still married (not separated or divorced).
No identifying information was collected or disclosed on the couples and 90.1% of the couples
participated. Most participants were White (81%) with 140 women and 82 men completing the
survey. Klausli and Gross used the IBM SPSS 25 Statistical Software package to do the analyses.
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Listwise deletion was employed for missing data, since 2% or less of data points were missing
for any given variable. Correlations between variables and mediational models were performed
using the PROCESS macro in SPSS (Hayes, 2018, as cited in Klausli and Gross, 2021) to
examine the changes in attitude and behavior after participation in the premarital course with
relationship satisfaction.
The first research goal of the Klausli and Gross (2021) study, efficacy judgments for
relational and spiritual outcomes, most couples stated that the premarital course was beneficial to
their relationship. Sixty-four percent of couples indicated that the course improved
communication, 72.5% of couples indicated that the course helped them to be more positive in
their marriage, and 89.5% of couples reported that the course helped them see marriage as a
Christian vocation. Relevant to the current study on discipleship, the Klausli and Gross (2021)
data reported few changes with an increase in Mass attendance or parish involvement (In 79% of
the couples, there was no increase in Mass attendance).
For Klausli's (2021) study question 2, the moderating impacts of cohabitation, history,
mentor couple involvement, and marital duration were discovered. The marriage course
increased the thinking about the importance of marriage for 56% of the participants who had
been married for several years. After taking the marriage course, 79% of newlyweds said their
perspective of the worth of staying married had increased.
The results for the third research question of the Klausli and Gross’s (2021) study,
regarding relationship satisfaction, were correlated with perceptions of the marriage course
effectiveness. Mean averages and the standard deviation (SD) for the four desired outcomes
revealed that the course primarily helped with (a) relationship satisfaction, M 30.41 (SD 4.93);
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(b) increased view of marriage as vocation, M 1.23 (SD .62); (c) increased Mass attendance, M
2.09 (SD .43); (d) improved communication after marriage course, M 2.63 (SD .50).
Klausli and Gross (2021) reported that discipleship activities and programs like this
premarital course are not evaluated for effectiveness. The need for assessments to evaluate
discipleship courses is a great need. In this context, clergy primarily facilitate premarital
programs in the United States. Although the church cares for the spiritual wellbeing of people,
not enough studies have been done to assess the quality and effectiveness of these needed
programs (Klausli and Gross, 2021).
Summary
The literature review focused on the original context and definitions of disciple and
discipleship and the historical and recent models of discipleship strategies. The literature review
also included an exploration of the effectiveness of discipleship strategies in American churches,
showing that churches have not been effective in their endeavors. In addition, the literature
analysis looked at previous and recent attempts to assist people in understanding spiritual growth
levels. Finally, assessments for churches to evaluate their disciple-making effectiveness
comprised the final section of the chapter. Few reliable discipleship assessment tools exist, and
churches have avoided evaluation or do not know how to evaluate discipleship effectiveness. In
addition, little empirical research has been completed in the evaluation of church discipleship
effectiveness. The methods used in this dissertation research study to examine the effectiveness
of discipleship strategies in C&MA churches are described in Chapter 3
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III. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this quantitative study was to identify what discipleship strategies
churches in the C&MA are using and if those strategies are effective at fulfilling the mission of
helping people connect with God and grow spiritually. The following represents a description of
the essential elements of the study’s methodology:
Description of Methodology
A non-experimental, quantitative research design was used to address the study’s topic.
The specific methodology that was incorporated within the study’s design was survey research.
Survey research provides several advantages to the researcher (Jones et al., 2013). Specific to the
study, those advantages included versatility, efficiency and practicality, ability to collect large
amounts of data from multiple sources, statistical power, and scalability.
Participants
The study’s sample of participants were first accessed through a non-probability sampling
approach (Fraenkel et al., 2019). The specific sampling technique was both convenience and
purposive. However, stratification procedures were then used in the initial sample selection
process to provide the greatest degree of sample accuracy. Creswell and Creswell (2018) stated
that the stratification approach can be used to identify specific characteristics of individuals
represented in the sample and that the sample reflects the accurate proportion in the population
of individuals with those specific characteristics. This approach ensured that every participating
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pastor and church had an equal opportunity of getting selected. Permission from the Western
Pennsylvania District of the C&MA to contact pastors and permission from the institutional
review board of Southeastern University was obtained to conduct the study.
Study participants were defined as congregants attending churches in the C&MA. In the
first stage of the sampling process, pastors or administrators from 144 churches received an
invitation to participate in the research. Pastors who participated reported on the current
discipleship activities that are part of their discipleship strategy. Participating pastors were also
required to affirm they wanted their church attenders to participate in the second stage of the
process. The second stage involved the church attenders of the pastors who responded in the first
stage and had affirmed their permission for church attenders to participate. Participants in this
stage were defined as church attenders who were at least 18 years old who had attended their
C&MA church for at least a year and were willing to disclose their spiritual maturity progress
honestly.
Statistical Power Analysis (a priori)
Statistical power analysis using the G*Power software (3.1.9.2, Faul et al., 2009) was
conducted for sample size estimates associated with statistical significance testing. The study’s
statistical power analysis was delimited to anticipated medium and large effects; a power (1 – β)
index of .80, and a probability level of .05. In Research Question 1, the one sample t test was
used for statistical significance testing purposes. An anticipated medium effect (d = .50) would
require 27 participants to detect a statistically significant finding and 12 participants for an
anticipated large effect (d = .80) in Research Question 1.
In Research Question 2, the one-way ANOVA was used for statistical significance testing
purposes. An anticipated medium effect (f 2 = .25) would require 159 participants to detect a
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statistically significant finding and 66 participants for an anticipated large effect (f 2 = .40). In
Research Question 3, multiple linear regression was used for statistical significance testing
purposes. An anticipated medium effect (f 2 = .25) would require 77 participants to detect a
statistically significant finding and 32 participants for an anticipated large effect (f 2 = .40) in
Research Question 3.
Researcher-Created Instrument
The research instrument was researcher-created, representing an adaptation of the
various instruments listed in the literature review. The need existed for a research instrument
to be created that specifically addressed the study’s construct of discipleship, and the
existing standardized research instrument provided a valuable foundation for th e
development of viable themes for use in the study. The instrument validation process
followed the guidelines proposed by Boateng et al. (2018).
Validity of Researcher-Created Instrument
In the first phase of instrument validation, the content validity judgment phase, the
observed variables associated with the study’s constructs were translated into closed structure,
Likert-type survey items. The survey utilized a five-point Likert-type scale. Dillman et al. (2014)
noted that the most common format employs the five categories of strongly agree, agree,
undecided (or neither agree nor disagree), disagree, and strongly disagree. The use of such
named categories is user-friendly and has been found to provide acceptable levels of reliability. A
total of 20 survey items were included on the research instrument.
In the second phase of the instrument validation process, the study’s research instrument
was administered to a small group of potential study participants (N = 30), representing a pilot
study administration of the research instrument. The Cronbach’s alpha statistical technique was
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utilized to determine the level of internal reliability of pilot study participant response to the
survey items on the research instrument. An alpha level of at least .60 to .70 was sought at the
outset of the study. An alpha level of .60 to .70 represents an acceptable range of internal
reliability (Field, 2018; Taber, 2018). Item analysis was foreseen to be conducted to determine if
improvement or even removal of survey items was necessary if the alpha level achieved had
been less than .60.
The third phase of instrument validation involved conducting the Cronbach’s alpha upon
the data achieved through the final administration of the research instrument. An alpha level
of .80 or above represented the desired threshold for the final phase of research instrument
validation.
Reliability of Researcher-Created Instrument
The study participant responses to survey items on the research instrument were
evaluated by the Cronbach’s alpha with a 95% confidence interval (Taber, 2018) to determine
internal reliability. Interpretation techniques by George and Mallery (2019) were also used to
interpret the internal reliability on the data obtained in the study. The results on 19 survey items
show alpha at 0.98 with the lower bound at 0.97 and upper bound at 0.99, which points to
excellent internal reliability.
Procedures
The study was carried out in two distinct stages. First, pastors were sent an email with a
link to a brief researcher-designed survey and an invitation to have their church members
participate in this study (see Appendix A). The pastoral survey included a checklist of
discipleship activities offered to members. For the second stage, pastors received an email with a
link for the church attender survey to send to their church members and church member feedback
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was collected through surveys. Feedback from church members was imperative to verify the
effectiveness of the church discipleship activities. Study participant responses to survey items on
the study’s research instrument were achieved electronically and recorded in Excel spreadsheet
format. Study data were then exported to the 28th version of IBM’s SPSS.
Data Analysis
The study’s research questions were addressed using descriptive and inferential statistical
techniques. The probability level of p ≤ .05 was adopted as the threshold value for a finding to be
considered statistically significant. The conventions of effect size interpretation proposed by
Cohen (1988) and Sawilowsky (2009) were used to describe levels of effect from numeric effect
sizes achieved in the analyses.
Research Question 1 was addressed using the one sample t-test for statistical significance
purposes. The assumption of normality was addressed through the interpretation of respective
skew and kurtosis values achieved in the analyses. The conventions of normality using skew and
kurtosis values proposed by George and Mallery (2019) guided the determinations of assumption
satisfaction. The Cohen’s d statistical technique was used to assess respective magnitudes of
effect achieved in the analyses associated with Research Questions 1 and 2.
Research Question 2 was conducted in two phases: In the first phase, the mathematical
relationship between each of the elements of growth and study participant perceptions that they
have grown in their faith in Christ their discipleship provided at their church were determined.
Elements of growth reflecting very strong mathematical relationships with study participant
perceptions that they have grown in their faith in Christ through the discipleship provided at their
church would be used for phase two. In phase two, the multiple linear regression statistical
technique was utilized to determine predictive viability of the results from phase one in Question
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2. Research Question 3 was predictive in nature using multiple independent predictor variables.
The predictive viability of the independent variables in the model was addressed using the
multiple linear regression statistical technique. Predictive model viability was addressed through
the interpretation of the ANOVA F value. The assumptions associated with multiple linear
regression were addressed through statistical means (i.e., independence of error, normality of
residuals, multicollinearity, and influential outliers) or visual inspection (i.e., linearity and
homoscedasticity).
Preliminary Analysis
The study’s preliminary analyses were descriptive in nature. Demographic data were
analyzed using frequencies and percentages. Initial response set findings were addressed using
measures of central tendency, variability, standard errors of the mean, and data normality for
comparative and illustrative purposes.
Research Questions
Three research questions were formally stated to address the study’s topic and research
problem. The following represents the study’s three research questions:
Research Question 1. To what degree do study participants perceive they have grown in
their faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
Research Question 2. Considering the elements of growth in faith in Christ represented
in the study, in which element was the greatest degree of predictive effect manifested for study
participant perception of growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective
churches have provided?
Research Question 3. Considering the two dimensions of growth in study participant
faith, which two dimensions exerted the greatest degree of predictive effect for study participant
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perception of growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective churches have
provided?
Summary
Chapter 3 outlined the necessary elements of the study’s research methodology. The
elements included research design, sampling, statistical power analysis for sample size purposes,
the research instrument, study procedures, and the steps taken to analyze the data collection. The
study used a quantitative, non-experimental approach for the design and sampling procedures.
The perceptions of the study participants are key to this research and were attained by use of
survey items through the research instrument. The research instrument was researcher-created
with a five-point Likert scale-type design. The data results were collected and coded in an Excel
spreadsheet format and analyzed using the 28th version of IBM’s SPSS. The steps in this
methodology section helped establish the validity and reliability of the research tool and results.
The results of this study are presented in Chapter 4.
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IV. RESULTS

The purpose of this quantitative study was to identify what discipleship strategies
churches in the C&MA are using and if those strategies are effective at fulfilling the mission of
helping people connect with God and grow spiritually.
Methods of Data Collection
Chapter 4 contains the formal reporting of findings achieved in the study. A quantitative,
non-experimental research design was adopted for study purposes. The specific research
methodology was survey research. A non-probability, convenient, purposive sampling technique
was used to achieve the study’s participant sample. Three research questions were formally
stated to address the study’s topic and research problem. Descriptive and inferential statistical
techniques were used to address both preliminary analyses and the analysis of the three research
questions. Study data were analyzed and reported using the 28th version of IBM’s SPSS.
Preliminary Descriptive Statistical Findings
Demographic Identifying Information
The study’s demographic identifying information was evaluated using descriptive
statistical techniques. The study’s demographic information was specifically addressed using the
descriptive statistical techniques of frequencies and percentages.
Table 2 contains a summary of finding for the descriptive statistical analysis of the
study’s demographic identifying information.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistical Summary: Demographic Identifying Information
Demographic Variable
Gender
Female
Male
Missing
Age
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
Missing
Years as a Christian
6-10 Years
11-15 Years
16-24 Years
25+ Years
Missing
Years at Current Church
3 Years or less
4−10 Years
11−24 Years
25+Years
Missing

n

%

Cumulative %

14
16
0

46.67
53.33
0.00

46.67
100.00
100.00

4
7
8
6
5
0

13.33
23.33
26.67
20.00
16.67
0.00

13.33
36.67
63.33
83.33
100.00
100.00

1
2
2
25
0

3.33
6.67
6.67
83.33
0.00

3.33
10.00
16.67
100.00
100.00

4
8
12
6
0

13.33
26.67
40.00
20.00
0.00

13.33
40.00
80.00
100.00
100.00

Table 3 contains a summary of finding for the descriptive statistical analysis of the
study’s Sunday church attendance and small group participation information.
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistical Summary: Sunday Church Attendance & Small Group Participation
Variable
Sunday Church Attendance
3 Times per Month
4 or More Times per Month
Missing
Small Groups Participation
Does not attend
1 to 3 Times per Month
4 or More Times per Month
Missing

n

%

Cumulative %

4
26
0

13.33
86.67
0.00

13.33
100.00
100.00

5
13
9
3

16.67
43.33
30.00
10.00

16.67
60.00
90.00
100.00

Descriptive Statistics: Response Set Items
Descriptive statistical techniques were used to assess the study’s data. The study’s
response data were specifically addressed using the descriptive statistical techniques of
frequencies, measures of typicality (mean scores), variability (minimum/maximum; standard
deviations), standard errors of the mean (SEM), and data normality (skew and kurtosis).
Table 4 contains a summary of finding for the descriptive statistical analysis of the
study’s response set data associated with church sponsored growth activity opportunities:
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Table 4
Descriptive Statistical Summary: Degree of Participation (Church Sponsored Growth Activity)
Church Offering

Prayer Night
Mentoring
Men’s Group
Women’s Group
Evangelism Outreach
Leadership Development
Deliverance Ministry
Celebrate Recovery

M
2.64
3.00
2.69
3.33
3.37
3.28
2.50
2.86

SD
1.28
1.53
1.14
1.18
0.89
1.21
1.34
1.21

n
28
24
16
15
30
25
14
7

SEM
0.24
0.31
0.28
0.30
0.16
0.24
0.36
0.46

Min
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Max
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Skewness
0.37
0.00
0.08
-0.13
0.11
0.02
0.59
0.28

Kurtosis
-0.85
-1.37
-0.48
-0.60
-0.69
-1.14
-0.49
-0.01

Table 5 contains a summary of finding for the descriptive statistical analysis of the
study’s response set data by survey item on the research instrument:
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Table 5
Descriptive Statistical Summary: Research Instrument Survey Items
Survey Item

Item1
Item2
Item3
Item4
Item5
Item6
Item7
Item8
Item9
Item10
Item11
Item12
Item13
Item14
Item15
Item16
Item17
Item18
Item19

M
4.11
4.11
4.11
3.74
4.07
3.89
3.59
3.67
3.96
3.81
3.96
3.81
3.74
3.89
3.81
3.56
3.67
3.96
3.41

SD
0.93
0.97
1.01
1.16
0.92
0.97
0.89
0.96
0.81
0.96
0.94
0.96
0.90
0.80
0.88
1.09
0.73
0.94
0.93

N
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

SEM
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.22
0.18
0.19
0.17
0.18
0.16
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.17
0.15
0.17
0.21
0.14
0.18
0.18

Min
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Max
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Skewness
-1.38
-1.50
-1.36
-0.68
-1.37
-1.30
-0.79
-1.15
-1.72
-0.94
-1.34
-1.21
-1.07
-1.63
-1.37
-0.51
-1.79
-1.34
-0.89

Kurtosis
2.57
2.45
1.75
-0.50
2.72
1.68
1.16
0.94
5.02
1.11
2.25
1.46
1.66
4.61
2.58
-0.45
4.62
2.25
0.07

Internal Reliability
The internal reliability of study participant response to survey items on the research
instrument was evaluated using the Cronbach’s alpha statistical technique (Taber, 2018). The
conventions of interpretation for alpha proposed by George and Mallery (2019) were used to
interpret the internal reliability achieved in the study. As a result, the internal reliability level
achieved in the study was considered excellent.
Table 6 contains a summary of finding for the internal reliability of study participant
response to surveys items featured on the research instrument.
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Table 6
Internal Reliability Summary
Scale

No. of Items
α
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Discipleship Scale
19
0.98
0.97
0.99
Note. The lower and upper bounds of Cronbach's α were calculated using a 95% confidence
interval.

Exploratory Factor Analysis Finding
The reduction of survey items on the research instrument into dimensions was conducted
using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) through PCA in advance of the formal analysis
associated with Research Question 3 in the study. To assess the factorability of the study’s data,
Pearson Product-Moment correlations were calculated to determine the intercorrelations for each
variable. Tabachnick and Fidell (2019) have noted that correlation coefficients should exceed .30
to justify comprising the data into dimensions. All variables in the study’s data reflected at least
one correlation coefficient greater than .30, thus supporting factor analysis.
A varimax, rotated solution was used in the dimension reduction process. The study
sample was deemed adequate for dimension reduction purposes, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
was = 0.67. Correlations were deemed sufficient for dimension reduction purposes, Bartlett χ2
(171) = 640.37, p < .001. There were no variables in the dimension reduction process with a low
communality value (r < .40), indicating that the factor structure in the analysis describes the data
well (Costello & Osborne, 2005). Dimensions reflecting an eigenvalue greater than one were
retained for interpretation purposes. The observed eigenvalues were extracted from the
correlation matrix with the diagonal of the matrix being replaced by each variable's squared
multiple correlations to estimate each variable's communality (DiStefano et al., 2009). The
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Kaiser's eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule was used for study purposes as it represents a
straightforward, commonly acknowledged practice used factor analysis (Yong & Pearce, 2013).
The two dimensions identified in the EFA accounted for 78.13% of explained variance.
Dimension 1 accounted for 39.70% of explained variance, with Dimension 2 accounting for
38.43% of the model’s explained variance.
Table 7 contains a summary of the EFA analysis through PCA for dimension reduction
purposes.
Table 7
EFA Summary Table: Eigenvalues & Variance Explained by Dimension
Dimension

Spiritual Posture #1
Spiritual Confidence #2

Eigenvalue
13.61

% of variance

Cumulative %

39.70

39.70

1.24

38.43

78.13

Data Analysis by Research Question
The study’s three research questions were addressed using descriptive and inferential
statistical techniques. The probability level of p ≤ .05 was adopted for use as the threshold value
for findings achieved in the analyses to be considered statistically significant. Numeric
magnitudes of effect achieved in the analyses were interpreted as qualitative descriptors (i.e.,
small, medium, large, very large, or huge) using the conventions of effect size interpretations
proposed by Sawilowsky (2009).
The following represents the findings achieved in the study by research question stated.
Research Question 1
To what degree do study participants perceive they have grown in their faith in Christ
through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
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The one sample t-test was used to assess the statistical significance of study participant
mean response to perceptions that they have grown in their faith in Christ their discipleship
provided at their church. The assumption of data normality associated with the use of the one
sample t-test was assessed through inspection of respective skew and kurtosis values in the array.
Using the conventions of data normality for skew and kurtosis values proposed by George and
Mallery (2019), the skew value (−1.67) and kurtosis value (4.59) reflected in the analysis were
within the parameters of −/+2.0 for skewness and −/+7.0 for kurtosis. As a result, the assumption
of data normality in the research question was satisfied.
The finding for study participant response to perceptions that they have grown in their
faith in Christ through the discipleship provided at their church was statistically significant, t(26)
= 6.48, p < .001. The magnitude of effect for study participant response to perceptions that they
have grown in their faith in Christ through the discipleship provided at their church was
considered very large (d = 1.25).
Table 8 contains a summary of finding for study participant response to perceptions that
they have grown in their faith in Christ through the discipleship provided at their church in
Research Question 1.
Table 8
Overall Perceptions of Study Participant Growth in Their Faith in Christ through Church
Discipleship
Variable

M
SD
μ
t
Overall Perceptions
4.11
0.89
3
6.48
Note. Degrees of Freedom for the t-statistic = 26. d represents Cohen's d.
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p
< .001

d
1.25

Research Question 2
Considering the elements of growth in faith in Christ represented in the study, in which
element was the greatest degree of predictive effect manifested for study participant perception
of growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
The analyses associated with Research Question 2 were conducted in two phases. In the
first phase, the mathematical relationship between each of the elements of growth and study
participant perceptions that they have grown in their faith in Christ through the discipleship
provided at their church. Elements of growth reflecting very strong mathematical relationships
with study participant perceptions that they have grown in their faith in Christ through the
discipleship provided at their church were retained for the second phase of analysis associated
with research question two. As a result, four elements of growth reflected very strong
mathematical relationships (r ≥ .80) and were subsequently included in the predictive modeling
for the second phase of the analysis in Research Question 2.
In phase two of the analysis, the multiple linear regression statistical technique was used
to assess the predictive viability of the four correlates identified in the first phase of the analysis
in Research Question 2. The predictive model was statistically significant, F (4,22) = 35.40, p
< .001, R2 = 0.87, indicating that approximately 87% of the variance in participant perceptions
that they have grown in their faith in Christ through the discipleship provided at their church is
explainable by the elements of “greater commitment to Christ in my life,” “desire for spiritual
growth,” “increased Christ-like attitude,” and “increased daily Christ-like behavior.”
As a result, two elements represented statistically significant predictors of study
participant perceptions that they have grown in their faith in Christ through the discipleship
provided at their church. The element of desire for spiritual growth statistically significantly
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predicted participant perceptions that they grew in their faith in Christ through the discipleship
provided at their church, B = 0.51, t(22) = 2.90, p = .008, indicating that on average, a one-unit
increase of increased desire for spiritual growth increased the value of participant perceptions
that they grew in their faith in Christ through their discipleship opportunities provided at their
church by 0.51 units. The element of increased Christ-like behavior was statistically significant
in predicting in participants’ perceptions that they grew in their faith in Christ through the
discipleship opportunities provided at their church, B = 0.54, t(22) = 2.15, p = .04, indicating that
on average, a one-unit increase of daily Christ-like behavior increased the value of participant
perceptions that they grew in their faith in Christ through the discipleship opportunities provided
at their church by 0.54 units.
Table 9 contains a summary of finding for the predictive model used to address Research
Question 2.
Table 9
Predicting Participant Perceptions of Growth in their Faith in Christ through Discipleship
Provided at their Church by Element of Growth
Model

(Intercept)
Greater Commitment to Christ (#1)
Desire for Spiritual Growth (#5)
Increased Christ-like Attitude (#13)
Increased Christ-like Behavior (#14)

B
0.05
-0.04
0.51
0.00
0.54

Note. *p < .05; **p < .01
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SE
0.36
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.25

95% CI
[-0.69, 0.79]
[-0.39, 0.32]
[0.15, 0.88]
[-0.40, 0.40]
[0.02, 1.07]

β
0.00
-0.04
0.53
0.00
0.49

t
0.15
-0.22
2.90
0.01
2.15

p
.88
.83
.008**
.99
.04*

Research Question 3
Considering the two dimensions of growth in study participant faith, which two
dimensions exerted the greatest degree of predictive effect for study participant perception of
growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
The predictive model was statistically significant, F (2,24) = 43.90, p < .001, R2 = 0.79,
indicating that approximately 79% of the variance in overall perceptions of participant growth in
faith in Christ through church discipleship is explainable by Dimension 1 and Dimension 2.
Dimension 1 statistically significantly predicted overall perceptions of participant growth in faith
in Christ through church discipleship, B = 0.51, t(24) = 2.71, p = .01, indicating that on average,
a one-unit increase of Dimension 1 (i.e., Spiritual Posture) increased the value of overall
perceptions of participant growth in faith in Christ through church discipleship by 0.51 units.
Dimension 2 (i.e., Spiritual confidence) statistically significantly predicted overall perceptions of
participant growth in faith in Christ through church discipleship, B = 0.50, t(24) = 2.54, p = .02,
indicating that on average, a one-unit increase of Dimension 2 increased the value of overall
perceptions of participant growth in faith in Christ through church discipleship by 0.50 units.
Dimension 1 was slightly more robust in predicting overall perceptions of participant growth in
faith in Christ through church discipleship. Table 10 contains a summary of finding for the
predictive analysis in Research Question 3.
Table 10
Predicting Overall Perceptions of Participant Growth in Faith in Christ through Church
Discipleship by Dimension of Growth
Model

(Intercept)
Spiritual Posture Dimension 1
Spiritual Confidence Dimension 2

B
0.25
0.51
0.50
60

SE
0.42
0.19
0.20

95% CI
[-0.63, 1.12]
[0.12, 0.89]
[0.09, 0.90]

β
0.00
0.48
0.45

t
0.58
2.71
2.54

p
.57
.01
.02

Summary
An exceptional level of internal reliability of study participant response to survey items
on the research instrument was achieved. Study participant perceptions that they grew in their
faith in Christ through the discipleship opportunities provided at their church was statistically
significant with a very large magnitude of response effect. Two elements of growth were
statistically significantly predictive of study participant perceptions that they grew in their faith
in Christ through the discipleship opportunities provided at their church: increased desire for
spiritual growth and increased Christ-like behavior. Two distinct dimensions of growth were
identified through EFA, with both reflecting statistically significant predictive relationships with
study participant perceptions that they grew in their faith in Christ through the discipleship
opportunities provided at their church. A discussion of the study’s findings is presented in
Chapter 5.
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V. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this quantitative study was to identify what discipleship strategies
churches in the C&MA are using and if those strategies are effective at fulfilling the mission of
helping people connect with God and grow spiritually.
Review of Methodology
A quantitative, non-experimental research design was used for the study. The specific
research methodology was survey research. Survey research ensured strong advantages in areas
like versatility, efficiency and practicality, collection of data from multiple sources, statistical
power, and scalability (Jones et al., 2013). The participant sample was obtained through a nonprobability and convenient, purposive sampling technique (Fraenkel et al., 2019). Stratification
was then used to provide the best sample accuracy possible with the proportion in the population
of individuals with specific characteristics (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The sample was
obtained from churches in the Western Pennsylvania District with the appropriate permission
from pastors of participating churches and the Southeastern University Institutional Review
Board to conduct the study.
The study consisted of two parts. First, pastors of 144 churches were contacted with an
invitation to participate in the research by providing basic demographic information and
discipleship activities. Second, the pastors were required to give permission for their church
members to participate. Church members anonymously completed a 20-survey item researcher-
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created assessment that utilized a five-point Likert-type scale. Descriptive and inferential
statistical techniques were used to address both preliminary analyses and the analyses of the
three research questions. Study data were analyzed and reported using the 28th version of SPSS.
Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the results presented in Chapter 4.
Summary of Results
Data results showed that participants believed their churches helped them grow
spiritually, and participants also believed that their churches have effective discipleship
strategies. The preliminary findings are explained in three sections: descriptive, missing data, and
the internal reliability of the instrument.
Descriptive
The sample response rate goal was for 60 participants, but only 30 participants
responded. The 30 respondents consisted of 16 males and 14 females. Twenty-five of the
participants identified as a Christian for at least 25 years. Twelve participants attended their
current church between 11 to 24 years, eight participants attended their church between 4 to 10
years, and six participants attended their church for 25 or more years. The final group of four
participants attended their church for 3 years or less.
Significant levels of missing data caused the number to drop from 30 to 27. Although the
findings in this study were robust, the response total may have impacted the breadth and scope of
the findings.
Missing Data
The completion rate was 100% after missing data were removed. The analysis of the data
is based on intact data.
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Internal Reliability
The internal reliability of data produced by the research instrument was evaluated by
using the Cronbach’s alpha statistical technique for the participant responses to survey items. The
internal reliability level achieved was considered excellent. The excellent level of reliability is
significant for two reasons. First, the data in the research instrument and the study’s construct is
validated by the internal reliability. Second, the findings of the data analysis of the research
questions are reinforced and have a stronger level of trustworthiness because of the excellent
level of internal reliability.
Discussion by Research Question
Each of the three research questions are discussed with a summary of the findings and
how the findings relate to the literature review. Descriptive and inferential statistical techniques
were used. To determine how the findings relate to the literature, the researcher considered four
possibilities:
•

Do the findings agree with or confirm the literature review?

•

Do the findings disagree with literature review or create tension?

•

Do the findings reveal a gap in the literature review? Is this study novel, and does it
contribute to the literature?

•

Do the findings contradict the literature review?

After this paradigm was utilized, a literature review check was made for each question to
see if anything was published within the last few months to a year related to the research
questions.
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Research Question 1
To what degree do study participants perceive they have grown in their faith in Christ
through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
A one sample t-test was used with the assumption of data normality through inspection of
skew and kurtosis values in the array. The t-test assessed the statistical significance of the
participants’ mean responses to perceptions that they have grown in their faith in Christ by the
discipleship provided at their church. The skew and kurtosis were within the parameters for
assumption of data normality. The result of the analysis for participants’ perceptions that they
have grown in their faith in Christ through their discipleship provided at their church was
statistically significant, t(26) = 6.48, p < .001. The magnitude of effect in the results is considered
very large (d = 1.25). These results revealed a tension with the literature review.
The data reflected a noteworthy level of statistical significance regarding the perception
of participants that church discipleship programs were helping them grow in their faith in Christ.
In contrast, researchers from the literature review both agreed and disagreed with these findings.
The Lang and Bochman (2017) study supported these results. Their results indicated that
Christians embraced accountability checks and wanted to go deeper with God in an
accountability environment. They recommended that churches should have a higher level of
commitment because the more time people invested in each other, the more they grow spiritually
and relationally with others. Beagles (2010) stated that churches with clear discipleship
programs, such as the purpose driven model, offered a high commitment to discipleship by
asking for covenant membership, covenant to maturity, and a commitment to missions. These
dynamics in the purpose driven model supported the data for this research question, providing a
clear discipleship path for church attenders and accountability in the discipleship path. Judkins
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(2018) stated that pastors could overcome discouragement and help develop believers spiritually
by modeling and creating a culture of people development. One of the results from Lee’s (2018)
study revealed that Christians became motivated for discipleship and spiritual growth when they
perceived being lovingly pursued by their church. Lee (2018) concluded that churches
demonstrated their commitment to discipleship by actively pursuing people and offering
transportation if needed among other creative and practical steps to help people grow in their
faith. Yemtsa (2021) discovered that during the Covid-19 pandemic, Christians missed having
spiritual direction from churches, and they missed using their spiritual gifts such as singing on
the worship team, helping with the children’s ministry, and participating in other areas of
ministry. The quarantine measures created a disconnect in their faith development because
people were not involved directly with their churches.
Some researchers from the literature review also disagreed with the participants’
perceptions that their church discipleship helped them grow in their faith in Christ. Wilhoit and
Howard (2020) claimed that discipleship efforts are ineffective. Despite traditional discipleship
practices encouraged by churches for the past 2000 years, they claimed that, overall, Christians
lack true spiritual transformation. In their estimation, churches were producing active church
people but not producing spiritually transformed disciples. Brosius (2017) stated that discipleship
activities were another busy activity to add to the lives of Christians who were already
preoccupied with other business from their personal, work, and social spheres of life. Brosius
(2017) added that new Christians were like natural babies needing help with next steps. He added
that a church with a strong assimilation plan was more effective if discipleship was part of the
church’s DNA and not another program. Shirley (2008) claimed that Christians were leaving
churches due to weakly worthwhile discipleship programs. Instead, Christians find meaning with
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secular and Christian venues that offered distractions through the media and arts. Lim (2011)
stated that ineffective discipleship is the “elephant in the church” (p. 1). He believed there were
two reasons for ineffective discipleship: inadequate goals and bad strategies. Klausli and Gross’s
(2021) study also showed tension. The Christian marriage program he implemented and studied
hoped to show an increase in church (Mass) attendance as couples worked on their
communication skills. The results of his study showed that the marriage program increased better
communication and relationships with partners, but the program did not produce an increase in
church attendance. The findings of Klausli and Gross’s study indicated that churches should aim
for strong discipleship initiatives while keeping in mind that spiritual growth from discipleship
does not guarantee an increase in church attendance.
A recent study by Wong et al. (2021) contributed to the discussion for research question
one. The focus of this recent Canadian study was upon spiritual and discipleship practices that
help build spiritual growth among church attenders. Two hundred, fifty Catholic, Mainline, and
conservative Protestant churches, with 9,109 church attendees, participated. The findings of the
study demonstrated that churches created their own understanding and culture of spiritual
maturity, and that effective discipleship requires a welcome, safe, and loving local church
context. Wong et al.’s results are consistent with the discussion of the data on Research Question
1 and the literature review on the matter.
Wong et al.’s (2021) study was guided by three research questions: (1) What spiritual
practices help congregants to grow spiritually? (2) How do various discipleship variables interact
with one another to strengthen the discipleship process? (3) What are the predictor variables for
discipleship that assist congregations to grow spiritually in the context of a religious community?
(p.2). The study had a sample size of 9,109 people (n = 8,932); 863 of these participants were
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from Canadian C&MA churches. The use of non-probability sampling and snowball sampling
techniques such as broadcast and narrowcast were utilized (Wong et al., 2021, p. 7). A national
survey was distributed in both English and French with 50 questions asking about discipleship
perceptions, diversity, evangelism, community involvement, novel program attempts, and church
leadership.
The survey question, "Identify the three most important parts of parish/congregation life
that effect your spiritual growth," was scored using 25 possible responses and used for data
gathering and analysis to help Wong et al. answer their primary study question (2021). The top
six responses from all participants were examined. The second research question examined the
differences between six discipleship variables and the discipleship process presented in a Likert
scale ranging from 1 to 5 (Strongly disagree; disagree; neutral; agree; and strongly agree):
•

Your congregation has an explicit discipleship process for people who wish to grow
in their faith

•

Your parish/congregation has helped you to grow spiritually.

•

Your parish/congregation is a safe place to explore the Christian Faith.

•

You have a strong sense of belonging in your parish/congregation.

•

People take great care of one another in your parish/congregation.

•

You have found it easy to make friends within your parish/congregation.

The third research question focused on how changes in the predictor discipleship variables relate
to and influence the changes to the dependent discipleship variable. A multiple regression
analysis on “Your parish/congregation has helped you to grow spiritually” was also measured by
using a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5. For all three research questions, data were analyzed
using descriptive and inferential statistical methods in IBM SPSS 27. The Pearson’s correlation
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coefficient between variables enabled the ability to assess how the discipleship variables changed
in relation to one another.
According to the results for the Wong et al. (2021) study, the three top elements of church
life perceived to have impact on spiritual growth are preaching/teaching (68.2%), singing/music
(44.6%) and the Eucharist/Lord’s Supper (35.1%). Volunteering, prayer, and small groups closed
out the top six answers for spiritual growth. When comparing eight of the largest denominations
involved in the study, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used. Two variables were clearly
related to a strong degree, r = .54, n = 8718, p = .000: The first top variable, congregations
helping its members to grow spiritually were correlated with the members’ perceptions of safety
when exploring their Christian faith. The second top variable, a strong sense of belonging also
helped members grow in their faith, r2 = .31. The results for Wong et al.’s (2021) third research
question are the most interesting because they resonate with the discussion for Research
Question 1 in this dissertation. Churches having a clear and effective discipleship process
showed a significant variance of 8.6%, F(2, 8467) = 400.35, p < .05), R2 = .086.
Wong et al.’s (2021) overall sample results provide useful information. For churches that
normally are expected to practice the Eucharist or the Lord’s Supper weekly, the Eucharist
resulted as one of the top three spiritual practices. But for churches that put less emphasis on the
Lord’s Supper, such as the C&MA, Pentecostals, and Baptists, the Lord’s Supper is not as
important for those church leaders and attenders. Discipleship can be perceived in different ways
because there are several influences, such as the social context and theological framework, in
which church attenders are discipled.
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Research Question 2
Considering the elements of growth in faith in Christ represented in the study, in which
element was the greatest degree of predictive effect manifested for study participant perception
of growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
Research Question 2 was addressed in two phases. In the first phase, the mathematical
relationship was used to determine the strongest relationships between each of the elements of
growth and the perceptions by participants as to their church’s involvement with those elements
in helping them grow spiritually. Four elements reflected very strong mathematical relationships
(r ≥ .80) and were used for the predictive modeling needed for the second phase in Research
Question 2. For phase two, the multiple linear regression statistical technique was used to test the
predictive viability of the four correlated elements of phase one. The predictive model showed
statistical significance, F(4,22) = 35.40, p < .001, R2 = 0.87. This result indicated about 87% of
the variance in participant perceptions that their churches’ discipleship helped them grow
spiritually based on four elements: greater commitment to Christ in my life, desire for spiritual
growth, increased Christ-like attitude, and increased daily Christ-like behavior. Of these four
strong elements, two demonstrated statistically significant predictors of participant perceptions
that they have grown spiritually in Christ through their church discipleship efforts: desire for
spiritual growth, B = 0.51, t(22) = 2.90, p = .008 and increased Christ-like behavior, B = 0.54,
t(22) = 2.15, p = .04.
Desire for spiritual growth and increased Christ-like behavior built on the literature
review that churches having a clear discipleship plan to help people grow spiritually and
providing loving accountability in Christ-like behavior are essential for helping church attenders
grow in their faith in Christ. Discipleship is the process of spiritual growth to become more
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Christ-like (Drissi, 2019). In their study, Lang and Bochman (2017) revealed that Christians
embraced accountability checks and desired to go deeper in their relationship with God. Lang
and Bochman stressed that their study results for accountability included an atmosphere of trust
and encouragement. Beagles (2010) emphasized that churches need a solid plan of discipleship
and accountability in areas like a “covenant to maturity” (p. 87), which are elements that exist in
heathy churches. Churches that lack in these two elements and do not have strong goals and
effective discipleship strategies will not help their church members grow spiritually (Lim, 2011).
Although Brosius (2017) believed that many Christians view discipleship activities as
another busy thing to do in people’s already busy schedule, Shirley (2008) encouraged Christians
to practice spiritual disciplines as an investment necessary for personal spiritual growth and the
spiritual growth of others. Francis et al. (2020) emphasized from his study that participants
preferred disciplined spiritual growth structures over a spontaneous approach. His study
acknowledged individual spiritual growth efforts, but the need for being tethered to a church
community and having accountability is especially important for younger (in-the-faith)
Christians. Lee (2018) identified certain themes that resonate with the results for Research
Question 2 and with the literature review. He listed three motivations for his participants’
religious participation and spiritual growth: familiarity, active pursuit, and church atmosphere.
Trust is built with familiarity, active pursuit encourages believers to be part of an existing
discipleship program or to serve in a ministry area, and the church atmosphere includes relational
accountability.
Friedman et al. (2010), on their exposition of 1 John 2:12-14, wrote about the subsequent
faith stages by which Christians spiritually mature. Presenting the verse in a basic biological
progression, Friedman et al. (2010) saw spiritual maturity levels as childhood, young adulthood,
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and mature adulthood. Disciples wanted to grow spiritually as part of the inner work that God is
doing through their lives. Churches are responsible for providing a safe environment in which
believers can ask questions about their beliefs. Every degree of spiritual maturity questioning
believers may be in might benefit from healthy accountability. According to Brosius (2017),
tension arises when churches desire effective discipleship but lack a disciple-making strategy,
resulting in ineffective discipleship.
Research Question 3
Considering the two dimensions of growth in study participant faith, which two
dimensions exerted the greatest degree of predictive effect for study participant perception of
growth in faith in Christ through the discipleship their respective churches have provided?
The intercorrelations for each of the two highest variables in Question 2 exceeded .30,
justifying categorizing the data into dimensions and reducing the survey items on the research
instrument. EFA through PCA was utilized. The EFA's two dimensions accounted for 78.13% of
the variance explained. Dimension 1, Spiritual Posture, was responsible for 39.70% of the
model's explained variance, whereas Dimension 2, Spiritual Confidence, was responsible for
38.43% of the model’s explained variance. The predictive model shows statistically significance
validation of the perceptions of participants’ spiritual growth explained through two dimensions,
Spiritual Posture and Spiritual Confidence. Spiritual Posture is the dimension for desire for
spiritual growth and Spiritual Confidence is the dimension to increased Christ-like behavior.
The data supported why some of the resources in the literature review on discipleship
claimed that discipleship efforts were ineffective in most churches (Brosius, 2017; Lim, 2011;
Wilhoit & Howard, 2020). Based on this data and the literature review, some churches have their
focus on the wrong goals. Churches need clearer discipleship plans and goals for the people in
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their spiritual care. Believers desire spiritual growth and to be more Christ-like (Lang &
Bochman, 2017). What believers need are churches focused on helping people grow spiritually
(Lim, 2011; Thiessen et al, 2018).
Study Limitations
The generalization of findings was limited by the sample size and the response rate. As
the deadline for the completion of the research and survey neared, direct calls were made to
church leaders who indicated their church members could participate in the survey. Despite these
efforts, the response rate was not ideal. Out of 144 churches invited to participate in this
research, 12 churches responded. Of the 12 that responded, four decided not to inform or involve
their church members with the discipleship survey. Of the eight churches that indicated an
interest and approval for church members to participate in the discipleship survey, only five
C&MA churches had church participants that took the survey. Of the 30 total people who
participated in the survey, 27 participants completed all the survey items.
The lack of interest and follow-through with church leaders participating in this type of
research is not novel. Janzen and Wiebe (2011) concluded in their study on church and faithbased organization evaluations that the area remains underdeveloped. Evaluation tools that exist
to evaluate churches lack academic rigor. Brosius (2017) stated “churches do not like to be
evaluated” (p. 140). Klausli and Gross (2021) found that not enough studies were being done to
assess the quality and effectiveness of discipleship programs. According to the literature review
and the results of this study, many pastors do not see value or have an interest in evaluating their
church discipleship effectiveness.
The study could have been conducted with no denominational limitation. Without this
limitation, many more churches in western Pennsylvania may have been interested in
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participating in this research. Another approach to addressing the study’s topic could have been
only targeting church attenders directly for the sample size and not involving a first phase contact
process of contacting pastors first. Another possibility to overcome this limitation in the future
would be to broaden the same size of C&MA churches. Instead of targeting only Western
Pennsylvania District churches, the Eastern Pennsylvania District and Central District churches
could have been included. Ideally, this study could have achieved maximum benefits if it were a
national study on C&MA churches.
The study was also limited by the COVID-19 pandemic. Most churches are still
recovering from the lockdowns and changes in attendance since reopening from COVID-19
protocols. Many people attend online services instead of physical proximity to others in churches
to avoid the spread of COVID-19. One pastor explained he did not follow-through with church
members participating with the discipleship survey because of the disruption COVID-19 brought
to the personal lives of his church family. Another participating pastor who had several church
members participate in the survey saw over five active members die within the last 6 months due
to COVID-19.
Implications for Professional Practice
Implications of the results of Research Question 2 suggest discipleship strategies need to
include two goals when helping people grow spiritually: desire for spiritual growth and increased
Christ-like behavior. Pastors and church leaders need not concern themselves with competitive
approaches from other churches to attain and keep church members. According to the study’s
findings and the review of the related literature, people desire to grow spiritually. Churches need
to intentionally provide clear plans of discipleship opportunities for people to experience
spiritual growth. People also desire to demonstrate Christ-like behavior. Churches need to find
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ways to help people see how they are growing spiritually and how this spiritual growth translates
to actual behavior changes that reflect Christ-like responses when needed in real time. Churches
need to explore how to keep people accountable to these goals in loving and encouraging ways.
Churches may want to consider using the researcher-created tool in this study or a similar tool to
evaluate their disciple-making effectiveness with their church attenders.
Some helpful ideas that were identified in the professional literature review is for
churches to create a discipleship flow that may also be presented in a visual way, such as the
purpose driven model (Beagles, 2010). This model called for a high level of commitment by
asking church attenders for covenantal agreements to grow spiritually and serve in the church.
The accountability was provided for attenders who signed-up to grow spiritually by completing
courses that built on each other and developed stronger relationships with mentors and other
Christians taking the same courses. Churches need to find ways to help church members see that
growing spiritually is an important investment for themselves and for other believers (Shirley,
2008).
Churches that concern themselves with building a clear discipleship strategy to help
people grow spiritually in a loving accountable atmosphere are building an overall culture that
affirms the need for people to grow spiritually and provide the support they need to affirm how
the attenders are progressing in their growth. This overall culture can become the DNA of the
local church that Brosius (2017) encouraged over having busy programs. An effective
discipleship environment encourages spiritual growth in the context of community and
relationships, not just personal study and practice. Churches with clear discipleship plans can say
no to activities and ideas that do not help people grow spiritually or keep them accountable.
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Churches also need to ensure that they not only build but maintain a culture of trust (Lang &
Bochman, 2017).
Churches helping people that desire to grow spiritually need to consider the different
contexts and temperaments people have. Some church attenders love group time but other
parishioners are more private. Some Christians are very busy but others may have some free
time. Although it is important not to have too many church programs and events going on at
church, such as men’s ministry and several small groups to choose from, many opportunities and
ideas exist to help people grow spiritually and keep them accountable in a more convenient
approach. Churches can offer resources from other Christian authors and ministries, helping
them to access the plethora of discipleship material available today. However, churches should
consider being the source and provider of the discipleship resources people are hungry for. This
would assure higher-quality discipleship in the face of any potential errors in outside discipleship
resources.
Reflecting on the original significance for this study, churches can be effective at
disciple-making by helping people grow spiritually. Based on the results and literature review,
church attenders have a desire to grow spiritually. Churches building on this dynamic organically
are closer to being effective at disciple-making. The theoretical framework for this study was
based on the exposition from Friedman et al. (2010) on 1 John 2:12-14 that stated Christians are
either “God’s children,” “young in the faith,” or “mature in the faith” (p. 84). Churches can offer
Christians tools to discover for themselves how spiritually strong they may be. This discovery
could encourage people to desire to grow spiritually upon learning where they are spiritually at
the time of an accountability talk or by completing a self-assessment tool.
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Recommendations for Future Research
Several recommendations can be made based on the results of the research and discussion
points in the limitations section. First, this study can be expanded to include more churches and
more regions. This expansion would allow for comparisons with denominations and geographic
locations. In addition to expanding this study, a more randomized approach to the sampling
process could be beneficial. Second, this study should be replicated with the expanded
recommendations in a true non-pandemic era. Other geographic areas have various levels of
COVID-19 restrictions, especially true in denser populated areas like New York City and
Pittsburgh. During this pandemic era, churches should consider new ideas for ministry inside and
outside the church. Finally, a future study should employ a mixed-methods research design.
Incorporating qualitative elements such as interviews or focus groups would add richness to the
data and depth of information to the quantitative data. Open-ended questions on surveys or
during interviews would enable a study to provide richer, thicker and deeper information on the
topic.
Conclusion
A quantitative non-experimental and survey-based study of discipleship strategies in
C&MA churches of the Western Pennsylvania District was conducted. The results from the study
indicated two statistically significant elements that church participants reported about their
church discipleship effectiveness: desire for spiritual growth and increased Christ-like behavior.
Church attenders had a desire to grow spiritually and need their churches to have a clear
discipleship strategy to help them mature in their faith. Church attenders also indicated they
desire to see their behaviors aligned with Christ-like behavior, requiring some type of
accountability. The dissertation study impacts church discipleship strategies and what pastors and
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other church leaders should consider as goals for effective ministry. Based on the data,
recommendations for future research include expanding the sample to include more churches and
more regions. Second, this study should be replicated with the expanded recommendations in a
true non-pandemic era. Finally, a future study should employ a mixed-methods research design
that includes qualitative elements such as interviews or open-ended questions on surveys for
more in-depth insights.
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Appendix A
Survey for Pastors
Directions: Please complete this survey about your church discipleship strategy. Please also
confirm your church involvement with a study on Christian and Missionary Alliance
churches in the Western Pennsylvania district.
Please complete this within 14 days of email sent ______________.
Name of pastor or person completing this survey:

____________________________________

Name of Alliance Church:

______________________________________________________

City, State:

______________________________________________________

Pastor’s current length of tenure:

[Please choose from the drop-down choices.]

Regular Church Attendance: [Please choose average attendance from the drop-down choices.]
Please check off what discipleship activities the church uses to help people grow spiritually:
___ Sunday service (& online) ___ Sunday school

___ Mid-week PM (& online)

___ Small groups (& online) ___ Mentoring (& online)

___ Men’s group

___ Women’s group

___ Evangelism training

___ Leadership training

___ Deliverance ministry

___ Celebrate Recovery

___ Prayer night (& online)

May your church participate in a study on discipleship strategies in the western Pennsylvania
Christian and Missionary Alliance churches? See below for reasons why you should participate:
___ Yes

___ No

Here are 3 reasons why you should participate:
1.
2.
3.

Participating helps church members evaluate their spiritual maturity through a free
assessment link.
The assessment results will inform your church on your discipleship strategy
effectiveness.
The results from all participating churches will help provide data on discipleship
activities that are most effective for disciples today.
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Appendix B
Church Member Assessment on Spiritual Growth
Your responses and results are confidential.
Directions: Please complete a brief survey before taking your free assessment. This survey
will help your church evaluate its discipleship strategy effectiveness and provide valuable
information about discipleship strategies on Christian and Missionary Alliance churches in
the Western Pennsylvania district.
Please complete this within 14 days of email sent ______________.
Name of Alliance Church:

[Please choose from the drop-down choices.]

Gender: Male or Female

Age: [Choose range]

Water Baptized:

Yes or No

How long have you been a Christian? [Choose range] How long at this church? [Choose range]
Please confirm what discipleship activities you are involved with at your church and how often:
Ex: If you participate with an activity 3 weeks in a month, that is 3x month.
___ Sun. service (live/online) 0

1xmonth

2xmonth

3xmonth

4xmonth

5x

___ Sunday School

0

1xmonth

2xmonth

3xmonth

4xmonth

5x

___ Mid-Week PM (live/online) 0

1xmonth

2xmonth

3xmonth

4xmonth

5x

___ Small groups (live/online) 0

1xmonth

2xmonth

3xmonth

4xmonth

5x

___ Prayer night (live/online)
___ Mentoring (live/online)
___ Men’s group
___ Women’s group
___ Evangelism activities
___ leadership training
___ Deliverance ministry
___ Celebrate Recovery
.
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Appendix C
Dissertation Survey
Directions:
Please indicate your perceptions in each of the following using the scale provided:
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My church’s discipleship has promoted a greater commitment to Christ in my life.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My church’s discipleship has enabled me to remain steady despite life’s challenges and
difficulties.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

I have developed a greater trust in God’s sovereignty through my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

I have developed a greater trust in God’s sovereignty through my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My respect for authority has increased by virtue of my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My desire for spiritual growth has increased by virtue of my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3- Uncertain
2- Disagree 1- Strongly Disagree

I consider myself to possess a more teachable spirit by virtue of my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain
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2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My sense of humility has increased through my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My commitment to life-long learning has increased through my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My desire to read and study the Bible has increased through the discipleship of my church.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

I am better able to bear fruit as a Christian through the discipleship of my church.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My desire to engage in regular prayer and meditation has increased through the discipleship of
my church.
5- Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3- Uncertain
2- Disagree 1- Strongly Disagree

My attitude is much more Christ-like by virtue of the discipleship of my church.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My ability to set a Christ-like example in my daily behavior has been enhanced by my church’s
discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

I consider myself more spiritually-minded as a consequence of my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My desire to evangelize has increased through the discipleship my church has provided.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain
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2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

My church’s discipleship has enabled me to better resist the temptation to sin.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

Through my church’s discipleship, I have become more keenly aware of my personal
weaknesses.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

I have become less guilt-burdened through my church’s discipleship.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain

2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree

Overall, I have grown in my faith in Christ through the discipleship my church has provided.
5- Strongly Agree

4- Agree

3- Uncertain
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2- Disagree

1- Strongly Disagree.

